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Which shade of Cool are you?
Our new improved Coolmax collection is now live on www.relaxsan.com and attracting
lots of consumer enquiries. Featured alongside our
forward-looking ‘Green’ collections it
answers a specific consumer demand.
It’s what people want. Make sure you
stock these excellent mattresses so you
can maximise your sales opportunities.

Primo Plus
Primo Tweeds
Primo Saxony

www.relaxsan.com

Relaxsan - Thinking of the future, and doing something about it

The Easy Clean Collection
From Cormar Carpets
Distributed exclusively in the United Kingdom by
General Traders Ltd, 69 Woodstock Road, London NW11 8QH

Made in Italy

1998 - 2008

Tel +44 (0) 208 209 0108 • Fax +44 (0) 208 209 0100 • Email sales@relaxsan.com
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Whisper – Soft, silky and sophisticated. As featured
in the new Textured rug collection brochure.
Asiatic Carpets Oriental Carpet Centre, 105 Eade Road, London N4 1TJ, UK
mail@asiatic.co.uk www.asiatic.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0)20 8800 2000
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Editor’s comment

The Primo Easy Clean Collection from Cormar
has now been updated to include Primo
Plus, Primo Saxony and new Primo Tweeds.
Tel : 01204 881200 or email
info@cormarcarpets.co.uk
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OPPORTUNITIES GALORE
Amid the understandable despondency in high streets
and retail parks across the country, one vital message
seems to have been missed: one company’s downfall is
another’s opportunity.
While the administration of Rosebys and MFI’s
‘rescue’ will send worrying messages to consumers that
they cannot trust even the largest and well-known
retailers to be in business, it does create opportunities
for everyone else. After all people still need to buy
sheets, curtains, bedroom furniture and kitchens.
Established retailers who are well-known and respected
in their local communities because they have a history of
customer service seem perfectly placed to gain the most
from others’ troubles. Now seems a very good time for
them to remind shoppers of their qualities and heritage.
Manufacturers have also suffered with Willis &
Gambier, Intenational Furniture Direct and Dunlop Latex
Foam among those falling into administration.
Opportunities are also being created among
European flooring suppliers. Finally facing up to the fact
that all sectors have massive over-capacity, Domo is
closing its vinyl operation in Ghent and Condor’s Ralos
brand is closing. The industry has been expecting
consolidation for a few years now, but expect the pace
to accelerate in the coming months. Creating viable
companies that have a better chance of surviving, and
prospering, in the long term has to be the way forward.
Reality is different from perception. If people think
everything is doom and gloom, they will act so, even if
the true situation is otherwise. Such was the situation
before the doors to the National Floor Show opened.
No-one would turn up, said the soothsayers. But
retailers did turn up – and placed orders. Those that
stayed away were those who would have looked and
then walked away – stands were busy with serious
retailers. They understood the opportunities on offer.
Capitalise on yours.
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The finest quality Guest Beds
...only available from the largest Guest Bed manufacturer in the U.K.

British Made

The J-Bed® Guest Bed
• 5 YEAR FRAME GUARANTEE.
• Quality, reflex foam mattress.
• Sprung slatted base for guaranteed comfort.
• Simple opening and closing patented J-Lok® mechanism.
• Automatic, anti tip legs for added stability.
• Lightweight aluminum frame complete with 360º castors
• Full width head and footboards.

An extensive range of Guest Beds to meet all price points...

The Popular Guest Bed

The Deluxe Guest Bed

The Jubilee Guest Bed

The Jubilee Guest Bed with
Headboard in ‘Branded POS Box’

®
the ultimate BED designers
Tel: 01924 517820

Fax: 01924 517910

Email: sales@jaybe.co.uk

www.jaybe.co.uk

“award winning bed designers & manufacturers”
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Relax
with The Lynch

Retirement
Sale

Truth be known, when
many of the nation’s more prominent furniture dealers want to RETIRE, or turn over
the reigns to a new generation, they rely on the
Lynch Sales Company. For while it’s true that we’re
the industry leader when it comes to liquidation
sales, the majority of our Sales Events are conducted
for those looking to increase their sales and profits
to facilitate retirement.
In fact, we originated
the copyrighted LYNCH
RETIREMENT SALE events
our clients use to generate
50% TO 100% of their annual sales volume, allowing
them to either transition
their business, or transition
out of it altogether.
Doesn’t your store
deserve a Lynch Sales
Company Sale? Call today
for an outline of our copyrighted RETIREMENT SALE
PLAN. Find out how a
Lynch Sale can take you
wherever you want to go.
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News

MFI dodges administration with
Favell deal as MEP reveals profit
MFI has avoided going into
administration by hours after a
management buyout led by
Gary Favell, chief executive,
was agreed.
There has been months of
speculation over the future of
the chain, including appeals
for three months without
rent, refinancing and failed
merger talks with rivals such
as Sharps and ScS parent Sun
European Partner, and Magnet
and Poggenpohl owner
Nobia.
Since being bought for £1
by venture capital firm
Merchant Equity Partners in
2006, the chain had sought to
reinvent its distribution chain
while cutting the size of
stores, which ranged from up
to 60,000sqft, to under
15,000sqft. With quarterly
rent due on 29 September, the
lack of a deal would have
seen it fall into administration,

The move upmarket has brought benefits

for which accountant Kroll had
been approached.
Options for the 196-store
chain had included a pre-pack
deal where the company
could have been put into
administration and the
profitable stores, thought to
be around 100, immediately
bought back.
Pavell says that MEP has

provided a cash dowry for the
chain, thought to be about
£25m. This should have been
enough to pay MFI’s £19m
quarterly rent bill, and leave
cash in the bank once existing
orders are fulfilled
‘Fundamentally, it is
business as usual for MFI, its
employees and customers. In
fact, sales in recent weeks

have been ahead of plan.
MFI is a great retail brand,’
he says.
For years the chain has
been beset by losses, caused
by an on-sale message,
confusion over products,
delivery network and IT
problems, but since Favell’s
appointment a move
upmarket seemed to have
brought benefits.
The new store format which
has seen sales increase and
store sizes cut – begun under
previous management – is
likely to be the future of the
chain. Sales topped at about
£1m before its troubles began.
MEP revealed that it had
invested £95m in MFI since its
takeover and had sold the
chain at a profit.
Details of any deal with
landlords were unavailable
as Interiors Monthly went
to press.

Parent buys Rosebys brand
The parent company of failed
textiles chain Rosebys has
bought the brand from
administrator KPMG.
The chain’s 280 stores were
trading under licence from
Indian textile firm GHCL as
Interiors Monthly went to
press.
‘In common with many
retailers, the group has
experienced difficult trading
conditions, leading to
continuing losses,’ says
Howard Smith, joint
administrator. ‘Rosebys has
recently sought to refinance,
but this did not prove possible
in the current economic
climate. We are looking for

6

offers for the whole or any
part of the business.’
Any purchasers will be able
to licence the brand on terms
to be agreed with the
administrators. Stores have
begun holding closing down
sales.
In the year to 31 March,
Rosebys lost £6m from sales
of £100m and has remained
in the red since. It has debts
of about £30m.
GHCL bought the chain in
July 2006 and had planned
opening stores in India in
September. David Barrett,
Rosebys chief executive joined
the company, which has
2,000 staff, in June.

Interiors Monthly October 2008

Room to view: Ryalux demonstrated how to combine bolder colours
with its revamped V&A Twist collection during the National Floor Show
with four striking roomsets at the nearby Old Swan Hotel.
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News

Rivington Taylor
closes after two years
Bolton’s largest independent
furniture retailer has closed,
less than two years after
opening.
Rivington Taylor, opened
in November 2006 by Mark
and Alison Haslam after a
£2m investment, closed in
mid-September. The store
had 13 staff.
A notice at the store
says: ‘It is with regret that
due to financial difficulties
the business has now
closed. Deliveries for
customers who have
already made arrangements
will still receive their goods
as agreed.’
Last Christmas Haslam

was confident the store
would carry on, saying: ‘It is
no secret that in 2008 retail
may struggle. However, we
are feeling very positive,
going by the growth we
have experienced over the
past year, to the extent that
we will be carrying out TV
advertising in 2008.’
According to the manager
of the neighbouring
Carpetright store, Haslam
had been trying to ensure
orders were delivered in the
face of a drop-off in sales.
‘With high ticket prices,
people don’t want to part
with their cash,’ says
Maqsood Adam.

Redundancies at Lebus
while Tetrad cuts hours
Falling orders have forced
upholstery manufacturer
Lebus to make some 45
employees, about 15% of its
workforce, redundant.
Earlier in the year Lebus was
considering expansion as it
was operating at full capacity
after two years of growth.
A company statement says:
‘High street sales are under
pressure due to the effects of
rising consumer prices,
interest rates and the
uncertainties in the housing
market. Upholstery sales are
sensitive to changes in
consumer spending and
orders for Lebus have not kept
up with our manufacturing
capacity. The directors have
decided the current economic
climate is not likely to improve

for some time and action
needs to be taken to reduce
our costs and focus our efforts
even more on improving
customer service.
Meanwhile, a drop in sales
has prompted Tetrad to
impose a four-day week for
staff rather than opt for
redundancies.
Martin Griffin, md, says the
reduction in working hours
had been delayed in the hope
of an upturn in orders.
‘Regrettably, trading
conditions continue to be
extremely challenging.’
Tetrad laid off staff in March,
many of whom were
temporary. The group also
owns sofabed firm Flame and
leather upholstery maker
Contrast.

Headlam looks to increase market
share gains despite trading challenges
Flooring distributor Headlam
says while it may not achieve
its objectives for the year, it
will continue to grow its
market share.
Most of the group’s UK
divisions increased sales in the
first half of the year, helping to
lift pre-tax profits 1.7% to
£20.9m. Turnover rose 6.6%
to £276.1m in the six months
to 30 June.
Tony Brewer, chief
executive, says: ‘During the
first six months, the group has
produced a solid result.
Traditionally, the final four
months of the year represent
the highest sales volume and
subsequently, are the most
profitable.
‘However, in the four

Headlam says it will outperform the flooring market

months to the end of August,
the markets have proved to be
increasingly demanding,
particularly in the UK. Due to
the unpredictable nature of

the current marketplace, the
board believes we face a
challenge to meet our original
trading objectives for 2008.
Notwithstanding these difficult

market conditions, we believe
[we] will continue
outperforming the
floorcovering market and
increase our market share.’
UK domestic flooring sales
rose by 1.6% to £158m. Its
regional multi-product
division, its largest, ‘was able
to maintain sales levels
comparable with the previous
year, which in a challenging
marketplace will have
increased market share.’
Mercado saw sales rise by 4%,
while the 13 businesses in the
residential specialist division
enjoyed sales growth of
17.5%. Commercial sales rose
by 11.2%.
Some 2,496 products were
launched during the period.

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Morris profile

NEW WAREHOUSE,
NEW SYSTEMS AND
NEW STOCK...
AND EXCITING NEW RANGES

New products
Shorter delivery times
New after-sales service
systems
New transport
The Morris Group is delighted to
announce the opening of their new
warehouse and transport facilities
– at last!
Inside Morris’s new warehouse

The new Morris Group facilities
are both modern and functional.
The release of a further 200,000 sq ft
moves their warehousing up to a
massive 350,000 sq ft and it is now
fully stocked.
Additional purchasing of trailers
and tractor units is bringing the fleet
up to strength, promising better
service from all Morris group
companies. “This project has been
essential to bring a better service to
all our customers” said joint MD
George McGraw.
With the new M74 motorway
project now well under way,
transport links look set to become
second to none.

G Plan launch new
dining and bedroom
collections
Already making a difference
with their 10 year guarantee,
G Plan have expanded the Seville

“This project has
been essential to
bring a better
service all our
customers”
collection into the bedroom –
cabinets feature beveled drawer
fronts and chamfered cornice detail
complimented by a stunning
slatted bed frame.
Adding a brand new look with
stone inlays into stunning antiqued
oak, the Village collection offers a
wide range of pieces including three
dining table options, large audio
bench and a beautiful console table
along with usual lounge furniture.
Add to this ladder-back or loombacked leather chairs and with large
extending tables, G Plan Cabinets
offer the perfect answer for the
discerning purchaser.

THE MORRIS FURNITURE GROUP • MORRIS FURNITURE • G PLAN CABINETS • ZONE DESIGNS • RELAXATEEZE
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Morris expand range
with Regency and
Grange Bedroom
In rich dark tones, Regency from
Morris offers a full collection of living
and dining room furniture with fine
detail. Crafted in solid timber in a
warm sequoia finish, the collection
has novel pieces like the small drinks
sideboard and a console table giving
character and style for the discerning
buyer.
Following the success of the
Nuvo Bedroom in white acrylic finish
The Regency Dining Collection from Morris Furniture

NERO & NUVO new
this autumn from
ZONE Designs
Setting the trends in popular and
affordable furniture has always been
the hallmark of Zone and the new
Nero and Nuvo collections are no
exception.
The Nero range brings
contemporary pieces in black ash to
the forefront of fashion, retaining
the style of the already popular Loft
natural range. Nuvo (above) offers a
high fashion high gloss white
polyester range of bedroom chests
and new two and four door robes,
both with full length mirrors.
The new G Plan Village range

Bold new move into
fabrics with recliners
and club ranges
New fabrics and new models add
to Relaxateeze’s already popular
portfolio. More crushed velvet in
black and burgundy plus a stunning
array of patterned fabric ottomans
are a great new addition to their
casual collection.
With new models in boucle fabric
– Supra in brown, rust or gold – and
a raft of new leather colours for all
swivel recliners, plus the Sorrento
E Motion suite with contemporary
wood frame, they are sure to be in
demand through the autumn
season.

Grange collection Morris now offers
additional pieces for the bedroom,
with all the chest and wardrobe
combinations needed for a useful and
stylish solution thoughout the home.
These beautiful collections will
become available over the next few
weeks.

The new Supra swivel
recliner from Relaxateeze

E

24 Rosyth Road, Glasgow G5 0YD t: 0141 300 7200 f: 0141 300 7277 www.morrisfurniture.co.uk
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News

Administrator PwC seeks a
buyer for Willis & Gambier
Accountants were trying to
find a buyer for cabinet firm
Willis & Gambier as Interiors
Monthly went to press.
PricewaterhouseCoopers
was named as administrator
late last month, ending weeks
of speculation about the

importer. PwC says it has
received several expressions
of interest.
‘We have achieved
continuity of trading and the
intention is to seek a sale of
the business as a going
concern,’ says a PwC

Willis & Gambier had moved to more upmarket ranges

spokesman. ‘At this early
stage, we are pleased with
the level of support given by
customers.’
W&G had enjoyed rapid
growth in the past few years,
increasing sales from £8m in
2000 to £38m last year as it
moved away from pine beds
to more upmarket cabinet
ranges.
In May it moved from three
warehouses in Essex to a
500,000sqft unit in
Peterborough.
Prior to the administration
the company had been put up
for sale, less than two years
after a management buyout,
financed by HBOS, when
co-founder Barney Willis
retired.

Pension fund was the final blow for DLF
Latex pillow and block
manufacturer Dunlop Latex
Foam is to close after
administrators failed to find a
buyer for the Harrogate firm.
KPMG was appointed
administrator on 2 September
after a restructuring plan fell
through.
DLF made an operating
profit of about £400,000 in
the first seven months of
2008, compared to a loss of

£100,000 in 2007 and had
secured funding to relocate
parts of the business overseas.
But, this was dependent on
resolving the firm’s pension
fund deficit, which it was
unable to do.
Despite ‘Dunlopillo [being]
one of the few truly
worldwide brands in the
sector that is immediately
recognisable to the customer,’
according to Howard Smith,

joint administrator, raw
material cost increases and
economic uncertainties forced
the administration.
Some 100 staff have been
made redundant with the
remaining 55 due to leave as
the business is wound down.
DLF sold its pillows under
the Dunlopillo brand.
However, Hilding Anders
bought the Dunlopillo bed
brand in 2007.

Credit crunch fuels branch closures
Retail chain Mark Elliot has
closed its Edinburgh and
Glasgow branches after less
than two years of operation
blaming the economic
downturn and high fuel costs.
‘We made a decision that
our Scottish showrooms were
not cost-effective. The credit
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crunch has affected the
business. Fuel costs have
escalated over the past year
and we had to take into
consideration the fact we
were transporting furniture
large distances, from East
Anglia up to Scotland,’ says
Lucy Coote, spokeswoman.

Interiors Monthly October 2008

‘It had been more difficult
to sustain the showrooms in
the current climate and
Glasgow has not proved to be
as vibrant or as lucrative as
we thought.’
The 13-store chain opened
the Glasgow branch in 2006
and Edinburgh’s in 2007.

Alstons Cabinets

Jessica Alston is the fifth
generation of the Alston
family – and the first female –
to join the company as
assistant designer. She studied
at the Charles Cecil fine arts
academy in Florence.

FIRA

Phil Wilson (left) has been
named FIRA’s environmental
consultant while Terry Woods
(right) has been recruited as
commercial executive.

Edel Telenzo

Jim Osborne is Edel Telenzo
Carpets’ first full-time sales
representative covering the
East Midlands.

HÅG
Jo Bjerke, former Ekornes UK
md is office seating firm
HÅG‘s new md.

Julian Bowen
Paul Owen has become South
West agent for Julian Bowen
and Ian Crowther joins as
North East agent.
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Furniture profile

BENSONS BEDS
BRAND NEW PHILOSOPHY
The bed chain has taken models off the floor to
create improved POS, highlighting brand values

Details about the beds and the manufacturer are printed on panels

Picture the average bed store. Rows of
white rectangles are assembled across
the floor, providing little, if anything, in
the way of differentiation.
Bensons Beds’ latest store format has
tackled this issue by taking product off
of the floor and emphasising the brands.
The chain has taken its inspiration
from electrical retailing and implemented
the format after 10 months’ work, with
three main aspects.
‘It’s about the brands,’ says Bill
Carrahar, Bensons md. ‘Our research

12
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showed that unprompted knowledge of
bed brands was really low. Consumers
knew nothing of anything associated
with the brands. Secondly, across the
industry there has been a lack of
investment in the in-store experience.
Lots of stores lack theatre. We want to
evaluate the value of the brands and
explain the brand values.
‘It’s a similar situation to the vacuum
cleaner and TV markets. Consumers
know the name of the manufacturers
but the technical specifications mean

nothing and they don’t understand why
the prices vary so much.
‘And less is more. We now have four
beds in the space where there were six.’
Carrahar demonstrates his point with
photographs of flatscreen TVs and
vacuum cleaners at some electrical
retailers. The TV display has dozens of
identikit screens with little obvious
difference between them and the shelf
of cleaners has no obvious indication as
to why one is better than another.
He contrasts this with LG and
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TCS Sole Suppliers of
the complete service

Quality Leather
and Fabric
Suites that
maximise your

floorspace

UK’s The All New
Sole ONIT Cabinet
Supplier
Range
of Royal Coil
from
Mattresses
TCS

CONGRATULATIONS
We would like to send out our heartfelt congratulations to all
Team GB, Irish Olympians and all the Para Olympians for their
enormous efforts and successes during the games.

Extraordinary companies are built on bold ideas

Ireland: 042 9 351 351

UK: 00353 42 9 351 351
www.tcsimports.com

or contact your local representative:
London and South East - Peter Morris: 07831 558616
North West, North East, Lincolnshire & Yorkshire - Gavin Boden: 07720 074906
South West & South Wales - Paul Clifford on 07886 642086
East & West Midlands - Peter Bellis: 07860 418168
London North Thames to Northamptonshire - Trevor Cassell: 07710 727895
Scotland - Donald Coltart on 07831 188844
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Furniture profile

‘The process of buying a bed shouldn’t
be like walking around an army barracks’

Carrahar: ‘taken out the barracks environment’

Dyson displays, where information is
provided on the products in a simple,
clutter-free way. This is the approach
Bensons has adopted.
For Carrahar, giving the consumer
information without them having to talk
to sales staff is central to the new
format. Consumers have a healthy
degree of scepticism about sales talk, he
says, but they believe something written
down as they know a national retailer
wouldn’t deliberately put something in
writing that was wrong.
‘Consumers are buying into the largest
brands in the country. They are able to
assimilate information without dealing
with the salesman. This then transforms
the relationship as the consumer is
informed. Consumers are interested in
knowledge and into brands. Consumers
can almost self-select.
‘For far too often a sales approach has
been one thing only: spec, spec, spec.
The salesman should be able to answer
spec questions but it is massively
overdone – spring counts mean nothing
to shoppers. We have been guilty of
overcomplicating the process.
Consumers are used to it when buying
in other sectors, for example Sainsbury’s
Taste The Difference or Tesco’s Finest –
they know it’s an upmarket range. They
don’t stop and ask staff “Does it taste
better. Why is it more?”
‘The industry is guilty of cramming in
products, mistakenly believing more
products means more sales. The process

14
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of buying a bed shouldn’t be like
walking around an army barracks. No
other industry expects to sell high-ticket
items without display support.’
Bensons format comprises five
exclusive ranges from Silentnight, Sealy,
Reactaform (own label from Relyon),
Relyon and Kingsdown. In between the
models on display are information
panels telling the customer about the
brands. The Sealy panels tell shoppers
that it is the largest bed manufacturer in
the world, has the largest research
facility and it sells a bed every three
seconds across the globe.
On the second panel you move on to
the more traditional ways of selling:
talking about fabric and the energetic
latex. But Carrahar thinks a lot of people
will see enough from the first facts to
want to try the bed.
Other panels provide similar
information, for example, Silentnight’s
industry awards and testing facilities.

‘Frankly you don’t need a salesman –
I’m 90% of the way there. It’s all there
for the customer. It’s more than POS.
Because it’s integral to the whole display
it takes on more authority, a bit like the
LG and Dyson displays.
‘Previous POS would have been an A4
card on a bedside cabinet next to it that
becomes dog-eared. This takes it to a
different level that is a bit more scientific.
‘This looks more like a bed specialist
rather than rows and rows of beds. I
could go to a store that has that and if it
looks the same here it doesn’t give us
the standout authority. We’ve taken out
the barracks environment and almost
created a showroom within a
showroom. We’re sort of saying how it
could look in your home with the
cushions and headboards.
‘Having six or seven memory beds in a
row just says it’s a lucky dip, take your
pick. This says we are experts and one of
these three is all you need. Less is

Fewer beds will be on display
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OPTIMISE YOUR
SALES EVENTS
REALISE THE FULL POTENTIAL
OF YOUR SELLING OPPORTUNITIES!

“In the present climate the results were
unbelievable… 32% of our turnover in 17
days… we achieved all targets and more!”
Darren Chappell, M.D. Thatchers of Huddersfield, Greenwood Sale held in June 2008

DON’T HIRE A SALES COMPANY UNTIL
YOU HAVE SPOKEN TO GREENWOOD…
Greenwood Retail’s professionally planned sales events continue to produce record breaking results for
retailers all over the British Isles. The benefits of holding a ‘Greenwood Sale’ are many. First, your sales
event will be a hugely profitable financial success in itself. Plus you’ll generate instant cash flow and clear
out any excess or redundant stock. And, the longer term benefits include increased market share and
enhanced reputation due to the positive publicity created by the event. Also, staff morale is enhanced by the
increased activity – the team love to see the business doing so well.
If you would like to find out more about Greenwood Sales events, why not take look at our online brochure at
www.greenwoodretail.com or call Bernard Eaton or Perry Montgomery now on 01625 521010 or send an
e mail enquiry and we’ll be glad to discuss the possibilities and options we can offer you, without obligation.
Now booking for 2009.

GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion
1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com
www.greenwoodretail.com
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Furniture profile

Less is more for displays

more, we have a fantastic range you
don’t need more. If you’re buying a car,
they don’t try to show you all the series
in the showroom, they just show you the
key model,’ he says.
Another part of the decluttering is
limiting ceiling banners to four, each with
a simple message covering choice, credit,
delivery and the price guarantee.
While the rollout of the models and
POS was due to be completed by the end
of September, at a cost of almost £1m,
the second phase of the plan will not be
in-store until next spring.
Digital photography will be used to
produce lifesize images of bedroom
furniture positioned next to bedsteads,
reducing product on the floor and
eliminating displays against walls.
‘For example, I can have ornaments,
windows and I can display some items of
furniture physically and others in pictorial
representation,’ says Carrahar.
‘I think it is relatively easy to order a
chest of drawers seen in the image when
you have a bedside cabinet next to the
bed. I might not like to order it just from
the picture or a catalogue, but I can get
my hands on it and see it properly. This is
to give an idea of what a roomset will
look like.
‘It helps people visualise what it will
like in their own room. In most cases it’ll
be about the size of their room,’ he says.
It will also improve the look of
concessions, where the retailer has less
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control of the space’s decor. ‘The key
thing is, particularly with concessions, I
don’t control the colour of the walls.
They will usually be magnolia or a grey,
the carpets will be whatever colour. So
the display will not look as good as it will
in a store. It doesn’t give off the look of
being the leader in our sector.’

Carrahar believes that ‘the displays are
now in a different league [to what stores
used to look like] and critically it
differentiates us from any other bed
store.’
The combined investment, likely to be
around £1.6m is proof, he says, of parent
Steinhoff’s willingness to invest in the
chain and its UK operations generally. It
also owns Harveys and Cargo and bed
manufacturer Relyon.
‘Times may be tough in our economy,
but other parts of the group are doing
very well so there is cash for investment.
For some cash is in short supply. They
won’t invest lightly, they want to see
results and this investment at this time is
evidence of its confidence in the progress
the brand is making and its commitment
to UK retail activity,’ he says.
The POS panels are reminiscent of
presentation techniques you might see
on a major stand at an exhibition, and
while the digital imagery has had to wait
for advances in technology, the idea
seems so simple you question why noone has thought of it before. Then you
wonder how long will it be before others
copy the idea.

Bensons only has four ceiling banners
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Ethnicraft.com

Oak - Teak - Walnut
Solid wood furniture - Contemporary design

Come and check out all our collections in our
showroom in Boom, near Antwerp in Belgium
For more information:
ETHNICRAFT NV - Alf Martin
Scheldeweg 5 - 2850 Boom - Belgium
T +32 3 443 01 26 - F +32 3 443 01 27
alf.martin@ethnicraft.com
www.ethnicraft.com
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NEW!

Visit our new website!

www.gaskellwoolrich.co.uk
...and view all our products.

Gaskell Wool Rich
Sales Tel: 01827 831525 Fax: 01827 831508
www.gaskellwoolrich.co.uk
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WIN a

FREE FLOOR!
with

Throughout OCTOBER 2008, we will be
running a weekly draw for all our customers.
At the end of each week, all customers who
have placed an order in that week will be
entered into a FREE DRAW.
The lucky winner will receive a
FREE GASKELL FLOOR of their choice
up to a maximum of 20m2.
Contact your local rep for more details.

Tel: 01827 831525
www.gaskellwoolrich.co.uk
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New products

1

2 3

4

5 6
1 Serenity from DreamOn is a 10in mattress with a 3.5in
memory foam top incorporating the Coolfresh system. It is
available in 4ft 6in, 5ft and 6ft sizes, with a 5in high-density
foam middle layer and 1.5in ultra high-density foam base layer.
Tel: 0845 678 1155.

4 Dimplex’s cast-iron style free-standing Stockbridge electric
stove is now available with a contemporary high gloss black
finish. It has a remote control for armchair selection of 1kW
or 2kW heat settings, flame effect light levels and on/off
functions. Tel: 01489 773 336.

2 Stikatak’s Flooring Adhesives and Floor Preparation
catalogue details more than 30 products listed under eight
sections – adhesives, double stick adhesives, moisture
suppression, primers, smoothing compounds, spray adhesives,
adhesive cartridges and tools. Tel: 020 8839 4405.

5 To support stockists and ensure maximum impact for new
and existing underlays in the Hyper portfolio, Floorwise has a
range of in-store and consumer focused marketing materials
to underline the key benefits of Hyper’s recycled polyurethane
foam construction, including the stand. Tel: 01509 673 974.

3 Reef One’s new hand-made range of designer aquariums,
biOrb Life, comes in three colours and sizes finished with a
seamless gloss acrylic wrap. Incorporating biOrb’s advanced
filtration system means that water keeps cleaner and clearer for
longer. Tel: 01603 710 339.

6 Cool tones of oak and a contemporary stance mark out
CPW Furniture’s Tuscany collection. There are 15 pieces
designed to bring a modern attitude to living and dining
while retaining CPW’s distinct hallmarks of quality and finish.
Tel: 01797 225 014.
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Julian Bowen Limited
The Lyndhurst Bedroom

We are proud to introduce the Lyndhurst Bedroom in a combination of solid
and veneered American White Oak. Of superlative quality, this new addition
to the range is priced to sell in volume. All items, with the exception of the
wardrobes and beds, will be supplied fully assembled and securely boxed.
The full range of Lyndhurst products will be available later this year and will
be displayed at the NEC in January.

Bentinck House, Park Lane Business Park, Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Notts NG17 9LE
Tel: (01623) 727374

Fax: (01623) 754555

e-mail: sales@julian-bowen.co.uk

www.julian-bowen.co.uk
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New products

7

8

9

10

7 Specialist acoustic flooring, wood
effect sheet vinyl and decorative, low
maintenance heavy duty and safety
sheet vinyl flooring from Polyflor,
including Forest FX (pictured), have
been installed at Ty Coryton, a new
residential school for children with
autism at Whitchurch, Cardiff.
Tel: 0161 767 1111.
8 The arresting stripes of Cabo Del
Sol from Mohawk‘s Karastan brand
are inspired by decorative awnings.
Made from pure New Zealand wool
in seven colourways, each carpet uses
two or three accent tones, so
consumers can opt for a bold or more
neutral approach. Tel: 01480 479830.
9 Pownall Carpets’ Fenland collection
– Berber, Twist and Textures – targets
the growing demand for wool-rich
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quality and comfort in multiple tones
and styles, but is kind to the pocket.
Berber comes with with Scotchgard
stain protection. Tel: 0845 652 8811.
10 Offering consumers convenience
and retailers competitive pricing,
Cavalier Carpets has lifted the lid on
Stain-less Luxury, combining a long
cut pile Saxony texture with 100%
polypropylene fibre stain resistance. It
is available in 10 shades and 4m or
5m widths. Tel: 01254 268 053.
11 Gaskell Mackay Carpets has fitted
its Infinity Axminster range in the
Millennium Copthorne Hotel, Slough.
Victor Meldrum, hotel maintenance
manager says he was impressed by
the firm’s design options and was
confident it would meet a tight
schedule. Tel: 01429 892 525.

11
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New: Wool Chicago Chocolate CH705

homesweethome
newrangesnowavailable

Wool Gallery
Charcoal WG207

Wool Sumptuous
Taupe SU123

Wool Chicago
Chocolate CH705

Wool Olympus
Minerva OL1657

Wool Ribble
Satin Slipper WR11301

For samples of our new and existing ranges,
a copy of our new brochure or to become a
Crucial Trading retailer call 01562 743 747
or visit us at crucial-trading.com
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New products

12

12 Wiemann UK has targeted the rising
single-person market with the Kiruna
package of single or 120cm bed, chest of
drawers, bedside table and three-door
wardrobe. Tel: 01482 635 283.
13 Whether you want pattern and
texture or a simple border, the Luxaflex
Expressions Roller blind collection is
available in some 900 coordinating
shades, allowing bespoke window
treatments. Tel: 0161 442 9500.
14 Hafele’s 17inch Urban digital flatscreen TV fits flush with a 500mm
cabinet fascia panel and meets UK
Freeview standards. It can be viewed
comfortably from all over the room
without opening, and therefore angling,
the door. Tel: 01788 542 020.
15 Hypnos’ Sandringham, part of the
Regency Collection, features a multilayered, pocket-sprung sleep system that
includes a top layer of heat treated
memory button springs with layers of
natural fillings. Also available are a
variety of headboard designs and a

16
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13
17
storage option. Tel: 01844 348 200.
16 Vogue Beds’ hand-tufted Pocket
1500 is aimed at the contract market,
with a 12.5 gauge spring unit and nine
gauge frame. The mattress has four flag
stitched handles with a three tier,
stitched border. Tel: 01455 841 257.
17 Vita Life’s Essential collection offers
foam mattresses in 3cm, 5cm, 7cm and
10cm depths with plain, quilted Coolmax
or Silver lined covers. Next day direct
home delivery service is offered.
Tel: 0121 328 8866.

14

15
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Contemporary...

Traditional...

Painted...

A whole world of furniture...
with Kettle Containers’ wholesale service. Bringing 240 items in 15
stunning ranges for delivery in just 72 hours. Take your pick from any
item in mixed pallet* or mixed van** loads and Kettle Containers will
make sure it arrives to your door in just three working days.
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Each item is perfectly packaged to ensure your furniture reaches you
in perfect condition and that storage is a breeze. Carefully placed
in recyclable cardboard and with each part separated to prevent
damage, furniture from Kettle Containers brings quality from every
angle.
7
)
(
:
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KettleContainers_Wholesale_Ver2.indd 1

Kettle

Containers
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New products

18

19
18 Brighten up any room and create a talking point with the
Honey steel radiator from The Radiator Company. It has a
hexagonal design, shown in red with cylinder valves.
Tel: 08707 30 22 50.

22

21

19 Futuressence has launched The Future Tool, a trend
publication for product, packaging, furniture and interior
designers. It translates the results of analysis of emotive trends
into visual inspiration with
physical material samples. The
Future Tool is published
annually. Tel: 020 8960 0116.

20

20 Balterio’s Magnitude display
stand has lights to highlight the
chrome effect. The stand for
Traditional Sapphire ranges
(pictured) displays a laminate
sample with a corresponding
photograph showing the
flooring in an interior setting.
Tel: 00 32 56 628 081.
21 In support of Energy Saving
Week, starting 20 October,
Micromark has cut prices on its
Energy Saving Recommended
lighting products by up to 25%
on selected lines. Products are
available in a selection of
finishes and styles from wall
lights to security lighting. Tel:
020 8829 6354.
22 Stroolmount’s Hide Aid
furniture sliders protect carpet,
vinyl and hard flooring when
moving furniture. Available for
delivery teams and in-store.
Tel: 08454 706 670.
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Infinite Damask
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Rugs

DISPLAY RULES
SWINGING ALONG
How you show rugs in-store makes
a vital difference to sales success

For a market worth an estimated £85m a
year (at MSP), according to AMA
Research, having the right rug designs
in-store isn’t enough for successful sales.
Displaying the rugs properly is vital.
Jeremy Nichols, Asiatic Carpets sales
and marketing director thinks swing-arm
racks are the best method.
‘I am sure the solution to rug display
has yet to be found, but in this day and
age where retail space is at such a
premium we believe that the swing-arm
affords the best solution in the space v
sales equation,’ he says.
‘Obviously where space is not the
issue, a mixture of all types of fixtures
including sliding rails, rug baskets,
plinths, swing-arms and ladder racks
should be used to create focal points and
encourage the customer to explore. Most
of the major retailers we deal with have
moved to a swing-arm based display.’
Manisha Verma, Jaipur Rugs assistant
manager also advocates hanging rugs,
but on the store walls. ‘The most
beneficial way to display rugs is to hang
them. Obviously, the size of the rug that
will be hung depends largely on the
amount of available space and the
general ceiling height. Not many retailers
realise the fact that keeping a stack of
rugs for display is only good for keeping
inventory.’
She says shoppers may not be easily
convinced to buy when presented with a
stack of rugs. They need to be displayed
so that the consumer can visualise the
décor of their room or office. Hanging
other sizes of rugs on the walls provides
a better visual effect and allows
floorspace to be used efficiently. The
purpose of hanging rugs is to keep a
moderate stock and have few piles to flip
through.
‘The sales benefit of showcasing rug
gallery on walls outweighs the initial cost
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Flair’s Infinite Damask

savings of not hanging rugs on a rack.
Many times stores fail to realise that the
old inventory is overlooked
and put on the bottom of large piles.
These are then never to be seen again,’
says Verma.
Crucial Trading’s rugs are custom
made, so having a computer in-store
would allow shoppers to use the firm’s
design facility on its website.
‘They can also touch and see samples
in-store to truly get a feel for what
they’re specifying. Our brochure also
gives a few examples of how to combine
our broadlooms and borders that should
help to kickstart their imaginations,’ says
Inga Morris, Crucial Trading marketing
manager.

‘Retailers can also display rug squares
which are, in effect, mini rugs. Our
advice on actually displaying or selling
rugs is to make it as easy as possible for
customers to browse through the
collection by themselves, for example, by
having hanging rugs on rails that are
easy for anyone to move.
‘Having rugs scattered over the floor
sends out a negative message – less
confident customers will not want to
walk over the rugs and it will become a
barrier to browsing.’
Neel Shah, Rugs with Flair director, says
having brands consumers trust is
important, along with the right designs.
‘The Rugs with Flair trademark is now
highly recognisable and trusted
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Rugs

Asiatic’s Maya

among all rug retailers and consumers,’
she says.
Last month it added a black, grey and
lime damask rug to its Infinite range. ‘The
new damask is bound to become a
bestseller due to the design already being
the most popular hand-tufted modern
acrylic within our extensive ranges.’
Mike Richardson, Kersaint Cobb general
manager thinks he has developed the
perfect display solution with its first rug
collection.
Its revolving stand holds the 19 designs
in the range and shows the 44 colour
options. Swing tickets show the full
image of the rugs with a footprint of
50sqcm. It also launched an
accompanying brochure at the National
Floor Show.
‘It is geared for the independent
retailer, be they flooring or furniture, who
wants to do something with rugs but
may have issues with not having enough
space for swing-arm racks and having
stock, or who doesn’t want to have them
in a pile, which isn’t very consumer
friendly in terms of browsing,’ he says.
‘The consumer doesn’t go in a store
and walk out with a rug under their arm.
They are more discerning and are likely to
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have used the Internet for research. I
would still want to feel the texture and
quality rather than buy online after just
looking at a picture. With the stand the
consumer can handle it, see the full
image with the swing ticket and for the
retailer it has a very small footprint,
displaying 44 rugs.’
With next day delivery to most

Bodie and Fou’s Stella

locations, there is no need for the retailer
to hold stock, he says, and the consumer
doesn’t have to wait long. ‘I think most
people would be happy if the retailer told
them they would deliver it within two
days or ordering it. Our stock holding
and distribution is a big advantage for
the retailer.’ The rugs are only available in
the bestselling 120cm x 180cm size.

Kersaint’s Dominoes
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A DOUBLE HIT

WITH STAINSHIELD
Stainshield Ltd have combined with the internationally
acclaimed allergy and hygiene product Actigard®.
Stainshield's established range of wool friendly stain
protection treatments can now be offered with this
allergyshield protection at no extra cost.
Condensing of prices enables retailers to offer both
advantages with one application at highly competitive rates.
Products are available in aqueous or solvent based solutions
and are available as individual products or in a combination
format.
•

A dedicated 'Help' line for your customers

•

Products ideally suited to all fibres and guaranteed not
to change their colour, feel or characteristics. (Wool,
wool/mix, sisal, jute, nylon, acrylic, polyester, etc.).

•

Quality and safety assured:- qualifies for ÖKO-TEX 100
Class IV and in compliance with BS EN24940.

•

Low retail over heads with costs between 50p-60p per
square metre.

•

New hard hitting range of P.O.S. available with in house
application (refresher) training.
Note:- Group and distributor discounts by arrangement.

Tel: 01372 841467 Fax: 01372 841465
Email: james@stain-shield.ltd.uk
www.stain-shield.ltd.uk
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TRENDS
Five key trends will dominate rug design in 2009,
ranging from arts and crafts to new romantics

Frans van der Hayden, Elle Decoration, October 2008

Feliz, Manon
Juliette

Matador ICE

ARTS AND CRAFTS
Nature references
Simple shapes
Subdued hues
Ferns and leaves
Graphical

Arts and crafts
Dramatic
Swirling
movements

Irene, Urba

BLACK DRAMA
Dramatic
Leather
Urethane
Black-on-blacks
Sexy
Woven
Braided
Asymmetric

Arik Levy for Tai Pin

Fredrikson Stallard

Trend forecaster Futuressence has
identified five major trends for rugs in
2009 in The Future Tool.
‘The first edition, (Safe) Haven 2011+,
investigates one of the strongest emotive
trends today: our need to feel safe in an
increasingly uncertain world,’ says Stine
Brahm Lauritsen, Futuressence director.
‘We are currently witnessing growing
financial insecurity, frog-leap
developments in the medical and

34

Bella, Urba

Richard Powers, Elle Decoration September 2008

FIVE ALIVE

Interiors Monthly October 2008

Ksenia, Movafagh for 2 Form

scientific fields mean that we have to
reset our moral parameters on a regular
basis and meanwhile the impact of the
climate change is spreading, just to
mention a few of the uncertain factors in
our daily lives.
‘(Safe) Haven 2011+ explores how our
requirement for establishing comfort
zones manifest itself in the product
properties we feel attracted to. This
insight is presented in a trend book and

DESERT
DREAMS
Imitating dry
soil
Uneven
Organic
surfaces
Pebble-made
Cracked
Sandy hues
Hand-tufted
Square felt
threads

visualised in moods, detailing references,
concept examples, colours and texture
charts.
‘A corresponding box containing a
range of tangible samples of the most
recent material developments further
supports the trend theme, providing the
designer with a holistic tool to address
this emotive need through the design
language, the usage of specific tactile
experiences and the choice of materials.’
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Leaf, Jocelyn
Warner

Orchid, Jocelyn
Warner

Biology of cells,
Forty Thieves

Martin Morrell, Elle Decoration, October 2008

Botanica, Forty
Thieves

NEW ROMANTICS
Lace patterns
Tone-in-tone
Metal yarns mixed in
Movement combos
Ornamental
Feminine
Refined
Wool/silk blends

Femke Goossens for ICE
Embrasse, ICE

Hamar, ICE

Gnawa, Tai Pin

Sand, 2 Form

Futuressence

Romantic, ICE

Angel, ICE

Ornament, ICE

ECLECTIC TRIBAL
Strong hues
Tribal patterns
Geometric shapes
Kelims reinvented
Felted
Rustic
Colourful
Hand-woven

Dan Duchars, The Sunday Times, September 2008

Maze, Asha

Lace, ICE

Fu III, Tai Ping

Tozan, Asha

Zhou, Tai Ping

118, Feldt

Richard Hutton

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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SHOW STOPPERS
EXPRESSIONS
There were rugs galore at 100% Design and
Decorex – here are some of the best

Many manufacturers went back to
nature with their designs and dyes
including Otumpa which sources rugs,
furniture and accessories from five
indigenous communities in South
America. Rugs from the Argentinian
Quichua Santiagueno community are
influenced by mountains, jungle and
cost, and all are hand-woven and
naturally dyed.
Felt imports shrydaks made by
nomads in Kyrgyzstan in central Asia.
Shapes are cut through two different
coloured layers of felt so a pair of rugs is
created in opposite colour combinations.
Forty Thieves took flower heads as its
theme, with Hydrangea by fashion
designer Sarah Arnett and textile
designer Sam Pickard’s Dahlia combining

greys and brick red for summer colour.
Emery & Cie offered eight wool or
wool and silk designs in 42 colours for
its Chrysantheme.
Bold colours are Chichi Cavalcanti’s
trademark and the latest designs are no
exception combining viridian blues,
emerald greens and corals.
So Far So Near collaborated with
O Ecotextiles to produce the Ghurka
collection using undyed wools.
Loophouse debuted the Woodland
and Hidden ranges. Woodland has
abstract silhouettes of flora, fauna and
woodland birds while Hidden’s Rowena
has the qualities of a vintage eiderdown
with deep carved quilted textures. Eliza
is a simple design with interwoven loose
threads and ribbons.

Studio Lawrence’s Save The Date wild
orchid design began life as a wedding
card. It is available in domestic (handtufted wool) or contract (machine-made
synthetic) specifications.
Better known for wallpaper, Jocelyn
Warner trebled her rug collection with
Orchid and Leaf. Orchard features a
circular view of an orchid stem while
Leaf has stripes of branches and leaves.

Felt’s Shyrdak

Otumpa’s Santiagueno
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So Far So Near’s Gurkha and Emery & Cie’s Chrysantheme (top)
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Chichi Cavalcanti’s Flow

Studio Lawrence’s Save The Date

Jocelyn Warner’s Leaf

Loophouse’s Poison Ivy and Forty Thieves’ Hydrangea (centre)

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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AWARDS DOUBLE
A POWERFUL COMBINATION
Interiors Monthly readers and a judging panel both chose
Roshi Goyal as the worthy winner for their individual awards

Goyal’s winning design

Ruchi Goyal, Nottingham Trent University
MA Textile and Innovation student scored
an awards double in the RugMark/
Interiors Monthly Young Designers
competition. Goyal won both the Judges’
award and the Interiors Monthly Readers’
award, voted on by visitors at the
National Floor Show.
Students from 14 design courses across
the UK and Republic of Ireland entered
the competition.
Runner-up in the Judges’ award was
Samantha Doe, a third year student at
Colchester School of Art and Design (BA
Art & Design), while Fiona Wilson, a
second year student at Bradford College
(Contemporary Surface Design & Textiles)
was third.
The judges – Chris Sharp, The Rug
Company owner; Nicola Gidlow, John
Lewis rug buyer; Rosemary Crill, V&A
Museum Asia department senior curator;
Ruth Ayahudin of 100% Design and
Andrew Kidd, Interiors Monthly editor –
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‘The trip provided
me with a great
insight into the rug
making industry’

Wilson: third place

Doe: runner-up

hailed the winning design as ‘a powerful
combination of geometric and floral
design. Doe’s rug was ‘strikingly bold
and different,’ while Wilson’s was
‘commercial and vibrant.’
All three designs were shown at 100%
Design. Goyal travelled to Kathmandu to
see her rug being made, and the work
done by RugMark to tackle child labour.
‘The best thing about my trip to
Kathmandu was when I entered the
workshop and saw my rug on the loom’
she says. ‘The most important and
wonderful thing that RugMark does is to
take children out of the rug factories and
give them the safe and healthy
environment that a child needs. It helps
them with their schooling and
development when their families can’t
afford it. The competition and trip has
provided me with a great insight into the
rug making industry, and has given me
exposure not only on the professional
front but also on the humane level.’
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MAX DIVANI UK / IRELAND Matthew Kutas Furniture Agency Torp House, Rothersthorpe, Northampton NN7 3JB
Office T. +44 (0) 1604 832955 F. +44 (0) 1604 832965 sales@kutas-uk.com

MAX DIVANI S.p.A Via Ceraso, 1 70022 Altamura (BA) Italy T. +39 080 3165511 F. +39 080 3105005

info@maxdivani.it www.maxdivani.it
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Leather upholstery

SELL UP
QUALITY COUNTS
Offering quality allows retailers to
demonstrate why they are different
Selling up is one of the basic principles of
retailing I learned when I started in the
industry, 30 years ago. Quality, choice
and style should not be underplayed.
Value rather than price should be the part
of the message to the public.
Too many retailers and manufacturers’
have suffered from down trading in the
leather upholstery market. The effects are
a sea of uninspiring cheap imported
products where the only selling point is
price. This seems to be a particularly
British trait, as other European markets
such as Germany and Italy seem to be
able to persuade the public to spend
more on their interiors.
Although it is well known that the
growth of imports from Asia has had a
massive impact on British and other
European manufacturers, there is a still
an important place for producers from
Europe, particularly the Italians.
Sourcing from Italy provides many
benefits. The quality is invariably higher,
delivery flexible and orders can be made
on a one by one basis without

restrictions. Consumers want a wide
choice of colours and finishes and
coordinating accent pieces, that cannot
be offered from a container supplier
from China.
With a little investment in displaying
and marketing the product correctly,
retailers have the opportunity to take an
order at a higher price.
It is important that the retailer is armed
with the selling tools to persuade the
consumer it is worth their while to spend
a little more. To do this, they need the
support of a supplier that works with
skilled designers, invests in high quality
leathers and produces valuable POS
material, such as lifestyle images and
explanations of each leather type within a
detailed care leaflet. This allows the
customer to understand what they are
buying, and why they should pay more
for it.
This is now even more important as
more and more powerful players such as
the supermarkets enter the furniture
market, and the independent stores have

to demonstrate why they are different.
One such company is Max Divani,
based in Altamura in south Italy for more
than 50 years. The company uses ‘Handmade in Italy’ in all its marketing, and is
growing its UK and Irish market with its
offer of distinctive leather sofas aimed at
the medium/high market.
It is important that the manufacturer
works closely with the retailer, and takes
responsibility to make sure salespeople
really understand the products and are
not afraid to sell up.
Training the salespeople should be part
of the work of the manufacturer, and
something that in the case of Max Divani,
is done enthusiastically. The company
welcomes sales staff to its production
facilities to see how much work goes in
to producing a leather sofa, as well as the
chance to see the latest designs and
leathers and, of course, to embrace the
Italian culture.
Matthew Kutas is the UK agent for Max
Divani

Max Divani’s Antea
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Beds

VITAL STATISTICS
MARKET SHARE
In the past six years the bed market has enjoyed
strong growth, approaching a value of £1.7bn
Since 2002 the value of the UK bed
market has grown by more than a
quarter. According to Mintel, bed sales
grew from £1.247bn to £1.692 in 2007.
Of this, the market is still dominated
by divans, which account for almost half
the market. According to AMA Research,
73% of divan sales are doubles. Mintel
estimates that bedsteads account for
22% of the market with two-thirds being
doubles, according to AMA. Wooden
bedsteads make up half of sales, the
balance being metal or upholstered.
Stand alone sales of mattresses
account for a fifth of the value of the
market while mattress protectors, bed
linen and pillows account for 12% of
sales.
The market is dominated by furniture
chains, according to Mintel, with these
retailers making up more than half the
market in 2006.
Bed and mattress specialists, such as
Bensons, Sleepmasters and Dreams, are
the second largest sector, accounting for
almost a fifth of sales.
Mail order and catalogue operators,
including Argos, have 13% of the
market, followed by department stores
and independent furniture retailers.
Online sales are included in the other
category, but this is thought to have
grown significantly in the past two years.

Furniture independents
4%
Department stores
9%
Mail order
catalogue
13%

Furniture
multiples
54%

Bed and
mattress
specialists
19%
Other (linens, pillows,
mattress protectors)
12%

The bed market was worth £1.692bn in 2007
Source: Mintel

Divans
46%

Bedsteads
22%

Mattresses
20%

2.0

The growth of the sector (£bn)
Source: Mintel

1.659
1.540

1.5

£bn

The leading players in 2006
Source: Mintel

Other
1%

1.587

1.643

1.692

2005
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1.347

1.0
0.5
0.0
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Design

Quality

Excellence

Outstanding Salus Bed Collection from Breasley
The Salus bed collection offers high quality, comtempory style divan
beds with a wide choice of mattresses and covers at costs to suit an ever changing market.
A range of colours, ﬁnishes and styles are available to complete this superb bed collection.

I N N O VAT I O N • P R O D U C T I O N • D E L I V E R

Enquiries Telephone 07917 415274 / 07917 415374

MADE IN UK.
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Penny White
• A new launch, after the
success of Penny Pink,
in a glossy white finish
• Sprung slatted to give
additional support
• Bedstead available in 3'(90cm)

Penny Pink
• A contemporary design
in a glossy pink finish
• Sprung slatted to give
additional support
• Bedstead available in 3' (90cm)

Penny Blue
• A new launch, after the
success of Penny Pink,
in a blue finish
• Sprung slatted to give
additional support
• Bedstead available in
3' (90cm) blue finish

Lyon Pink
• A classic, romantic,
contemporary combination of
design
• Sprung slatted to give additional
support
• Bedstead available in
3' (90cm) Pink & Ivory;
4' (135cm) Ivory & Black
4'6" (140cm) Ivory & Black
5' (155cm) Ivory & Black

Isabelle
• The bed is produced to high
quality with solid metal wire to
give the bed a superior finish
in the design
• Rich coating of glossy white,
completes the bed with an
excellent finish
• Sprung slatted to give
additional support
• Bedstead available in 3' (90cm)

For our latest brochure please contact our Sales Team on:

Serene Furnishings Ltd
Unit 1a, The Hill Top Estate,
Shawstreet,
West Bromwich B70 0TX

www.serenefurnishings.co.uk

T: 0870 766 9147
F: 0870 766 9148

T: 0870 766 9147
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• A classic traditional design in glossy white finish
• Sprung slatted to give additional support
• Bedstead available in 4'6" (140cm) and 5' (155cm)



Nice
“Serene
combines
simplicity and
elegance to
furnish
the modern
through to the
traditional with
timeless
refinement.”

Providing Quality Products
at an exceptional Value
Collections offered direct from the
distribution centre, which is conveniently
located just off Junction 1 on the M5.
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Beds

TECHNOLOGY
FOAM
Memory foam continues to offer
new options for bed manufacturers
ago, it created as
much interest as
visco elastic
memory foam
does now, so it
would be a
shame not to try
and give them a
new lease of life.’
The SleepSpa
Air Therapy
adjustable from
Kaymed has
more than 4,200
settings, making it the world’s most
technologoically advanced adjustable
bed, according to the company. The
sleeper can choose the exact firmness
level in three areas under their body.
‘It is all possible thanks to new
technology with three separate air
chambers on each side of the bed - under
the lumbar region, head and feet,’ says
Rosemary Turley, Kaymed director.
‘These are inflated and deflated by a
computerised control system built into
the mattress and topped with memory
foam for maximum comfort. The controls
are extremely precise with more than
4,200
combinations on
each side of the
double bed
ensuring maximum
comfort for both
partners, whatever
their individual
preferences.’
‘For sitting up to
read or getting in
and out of bed, an
auto-fill button
returns the bed to
a firm, flat surface,
but the exact
personal settings
Kaymed’s Sleep Spa Air Therapy are remembered

‘Visco-elastic memory foam goes from
strength to strength; in all sorts of
combinations, from open coil to pocket
with all types of foam,’ says Stuart
Hibbert, Breasley md.
‘This fantastic product has helped
breathe new life into what was a very
stagnant market; it helps to give a great
feel and overcomes the old issues of
settlement. With the introduction of new
fabrics such as Coolmax, Aloe Vera and
more recently Outlast it has overcome
the main reason not to buy a memory
foam mattress: ‘’It makes me too hot”.
‘The Outlast story has certainly made
the difference at Breasley; with its unique
claim that it helps reduce your bodies
temperature fluctuations to plus or minus
2deg C, creating a constant microclimate,
ensuring you are not too hot, not too
cold, just right.
‘With the increase in bed frame sales
the divan base has reduced in popularity,
but by introducing better upholstery
fabrics with matching headboards to the
floor there is still a market for the humble
drawer divan,’ he says.
‘Thinking back to when the drawer
divan was first launched many decades
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Breasley’s 1500 memory pocket

TCS’s Spinal Max

by the computer to re-adjust the comfort
level of the mattress each night.
‘It’s the first time that such advanced
technology has been available in the UK,
developed thanks to Kaymed’s research
and development laboratory.’
Vita Life’s Essential range is
‘comprehensive, uncomplicated and
straightforward. We manufacture
mattresses in a variety of memory foam
depths of 3cm, 5cm, 7cm and 10cm,’
says Mario Albertini, Vita Life director. The
collection also incorporates cover
technology, offering plain, quilted,
Coolmax or silver lined covers. Prices
begin at £99 with next-day delivery.
Royal Coil mattresses, distributed in the
UK by TCS combine high-density memory
foam with pocket springs to provide
support across the surface.
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...you should be in the komfi zone.

Stockists Helpline:
0870 626 0606
www.komfi.com

For more information or to enquire on becoming a
stockist, please call the stockist helpline number or
contact: sales@komfi.com
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Beds

SALES PITCH
INFORMATION MATTERS
With such a variety of products available,
providing information to shoppers is vital
‘The consumer is that little bit more
circumspect about signing on the dotted
line, the value aspect of your offer is
more critical than ever. You really have to
be able to show they are getting the best
possible value. There is probably more
shopping around going on,’ says Bill
Carrahar, Bensons Beds md.
‘Choice is a big consideration as well.
Our Relyon display has sprung differently
on each side of the king size beds, with a
sprung base, with a platform base with a
medium side and slightly firmer side.
‘From these three beds there is a 12
different configurations feeding into that
modern day feeling that consumers must
have choice. It’s about them being in
control of the process. It the customer
says its too hard, you simply say “No
problem, try the other side,”.’
For Carrahar information is vital if
shoppers are to understand the latest
products – especially if they are owners of
previous generations of foam mattresses.
‘There is a bit of a change coming with
memory foam, and possibly it has
peaked. There is some evidence, that
second time buyers are coming in saying
“I want a new bed but not that memory
foam because it makes me sweat,”.’
Carrahar says he expects foam and
latex combinations to become popular
and explaining this will be important.
‘Our information from within the group
and manufacturers is that latex is making
a comeback, on the basis that with the
slow-recovery foam you sink in so it has
the great story about posture support but
what no-one has discussed before is
when you go to turn over, it doesn’t give
any push back properties. So you’ve made
a deep groove, 86% of people sleep on
their side, the capiliary constriction starts
and your brain tells you to turn over but
when you go to turn over you are getting
no assistance from the bed. So there is
more interest in latex and products like
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Brochures have helped Sweet Dreams
Embrace which combines latex and foam
to give you a slow downward action but
with some pushback.’
For Sweet Dreams, increasing the
amount of product literature it provides
retailers is paying benefits.
As well as its annual catalogue, it
introduced leaflets for its bedroom ranges
and has now added leaflets for its
promotional models. ‘This informs
retailers and helps to sell to consumers,’
says Jackie McGarvey, Sweet Dreams
sales manager. ‘We are finding extra
literature increasingly valuable in this very
competitive market. It gives salespeople
positive facts to go on, and it highlights
the benefits of an individual bed to the
buying public. The more information
there is readily available about a bed, the
easier the salesperson finds it to make a
good pitch, and the more likely it is to
result in a sale. It’s an essential part of
our marketing.’
For Harrison Beds, spring count and
natural fillings are a vital part of its sales
message. Its Somnus and Harrison brands
have developed their own techniques
with their own spring technology –
Revolution and Sensa Pocket respectively

– to increase the number of springs
within their beds.
‘This also is a growing trend within the
industry, as high spring counts can
increase the luxurious nature of bed,
making it more appealing to consumers,’
says Alan Scott, Somnus sales and
marketing director.
‘The Harrison Bed Tailor Diamond
model boasts 6,500 pocket springs with
4,500 in the mattress and a double depth
2,000 in the base. Two layers of Posturfil,
a small pocket spring sheet, is inserted
into the mattress to give additional
lumber support and to improve the loft
of the upholstery. Imperial, the top of the
range Somnus model has 6,000 Sensa
Pocket Springs in the handmade mattress
and 1,800 in the sprung edge base.
‘Using materials such as pure lambs
wool, horsehair and Egyptian cotton is
a growing trend amongst consumers.
‘These natural fillings can have great
benefit to the consumer as horsehair
is integral in regulating the airflow in
the mattress and therefore helps to
control moisture levels and lambs wool
is renowned for it’s superb softness
and comfort,’ he says.
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Beds

GENERAL TRADERS
COOL COMFORT
General Traders is celebrating 10 years
of its bestselling Waterlattex mattress

An independent family company,
General Traders is the exclusive
distributor of Italian Magniflex vacuumpacked premium mattresses throughout
the UK and Republic of Ireland.
‘With the average person spending
around a third of their life sleeping, and
needing their rest more than ever as
stress levels rise with today’s hectic
lifestyle, choosing the right mattress
has never been so important to
ensure a quality night’s sleep,’ says
Bob Badman, General Traders head of
Relaxsan sales.
The inventors of Relaxsan orthopaedic
mattresses invest heavily in research and
development, working closely with
orthopaedists and technicians to
improve and refine the range, he says.
Products are developed with the

philosophy that in the same way a good
diet nourishes the body, good rest
nourishes the mind as well as the body,
according to Badman.
‘Since the Relaxsan Original was
introduced to the UK market in 1997, it
has earned us a reputation for excellent
comfort and high quality at a very fair
price, and is the most frequently
recommended mattress for consumers
and retailers looking for a firm yet
supportive mattress,’ he says.
Consumer loyalty has brought many
referrals and repeat business for those
specialist retailers who stock Relaxsan.
Despite a wide choice of more
fashionable models and innovations,
he reckons the Waterlattex mattress is
the preferred sleep surface in their
own homes of the 900-plus retailers

stocking the Relaxsan collection.
So what makes the Waterlattex
mattress different?
According to Badman, the blend of
latex and polyurethane foams ensures
the spinal column is always in its correct
position, whatever the body weight, and
provides a degree of support and
naturally elastic comfort the firm has not
seen replicated in any other mattress.
To celebrate its 10th anniversary the
firm has launched the Waterlattex
Anniversary model. This features a
removable zip cover with a ‘stay cool’
fabric to offer maximum sleeping
comfort. In common with the rest of the
range, it is inherently anti-allergenic and
odour-free.
A PR and advertising campaign is
being launched to support the brand.

Good rest nourishes the mind and body
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The UK’s
Sole Supplier
of Royal Coil
Mattresses

The comfort you want The support you need
The quality and comfort of this range has proven itself among all leading brands on the shop floor.
This range offers a high end product at a price point to rival all similar quality products.

The opportunity to prove this would be welcomed by TCS.

Maximise your profits with TCS

Ireland: 042 9 351 351

UK: 00353 42 9 351 351
www.tcsimports.com

or contact your local representative:
London and South East - Peter Morris: 07831 558616
North West, North East, Lincolnshire & Yorkshire - Gavin Boden: 07720 074906
South West & South Wales - Paul Clifford on 07886 642086
East & West Midlands - Peter Bellis: 07860 418168
London North Thames to Northamptonshire - Trevor Cassell: 07710 727895
Scotland - Donald Coltart on 07831 188844
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Soft as silk, elegant as a curtain, practical as a Venetian blind
Luxaflex® Silhouette® Shades
Gently translucent for an endless variety of moods, soft fabric vanes suspended between two sheer facings, allow as
much or as little delicately ﬁltered light as desired.

For further information contact Luxaﬂex® on 0161 442 9500 or visit the website at www.luxaﬂex.co.uk.
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Protection

MARGIN BOOST
SAFE AND SOUND
With a high conversion rate and healthy margins,
protection products can boost the bottom line

Since the brand was launched in 1987,
Guardsman Furniture Solutions Group
has maintained its position as the
number one supplier of protection
programmes and products.
By offering a range of programmes
that cover products against stains,
accidental damage and structural faults
for five years, consumers are given peace
of mind and retailers a welcome boost
to the bottom line. Products covered
include soft cover and leather upholstery
and cabinet. Guardsman also offers a
range of care and repair kits which can
be sold to consumers.
According to Simon Harrison,
Guardsman sales and marketing director,
programmes generally fall into three
categories: stains only; stains, rips, tears
and burns; and stains, structure, rips,
tears and burns.
‘Most of our top 30 retailers promote
the second option, he says. ‘This is
because most retailers feel the premium

for the programme gives them the
greatest conversion rate and best
margin. Programmes start at under £6 a
seat and a retailer would retail it at £30
a seat.’
And consumers, it seems, are keen to
protect their new purchase. ‘The average

‘The average
conversion rate
with our key
accounts is 65%’
conversion rate with our key accounts is
65%, so in the current climate we are
able to offer another USP that can
provide improved customer service for
the consumer and a healthy margin. This
along with cost saving associated with
servicing their customer’s furniture.’
Servicing is carried out by some 80
technicians in the UK and Republic of

Ireland. This is backed up by a team of
claim handlers to speed up the
resolution of claims. ‘We have recently
enhanced our service options and
Guardsman Home Services is the fastest
growing furniture repair network in the
UK,’ he says.
As well as providing training to
retailers, Guardsman’s website allows
retailers to track the progress of claims
and view completed reports and
photographs.
Marketing is critical in building the
partnership, so the company offers
incentive programmes and POS material.
Items such as bespoke leaflets and hang
tags are supplied free of charge.
‘We also offer promotional materials to
be used in stores to help in the selling of
Guardsman for example hanging boards
and seat cushion covers. We listen to
our retailers and this helps us to come
up with innovative marketing ideas,’
says Harrison.

Guardsman POS

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Earth Imports
Wholesale Furniture in 72 hrs
Ruby

Olivia

£34.20

£34.20

Ruby & Olivia chairs constructed from Leather & Ash | BULK ORDER PRICE SHOWN - STANDARD PRICE £38.00

22 Ranges Available in 72 Hours!
Earth Imports Ltd - Brickfields Way,Thetford, Norfolk, IP24 1HX
08000 141 711 www.earthimports.co.uk e-mail: sales@earthimports.co.uk
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Wholesalers

CASH AND CARRY
STOCK MARKETS
Importers have had to adapt as sales slowed,
with more emphasis on wholesaling

As retail sales have slowed, many retailers
have become reluctant to commit to full
containers of products or add to
warehouses already heavily stocked with
previous purchases. Instead they prefer to
order products as and when they sell
them, relying on the importer to hold
stock and carry out frequent deliveries.
Interiors Monthly spoke to leading
players to find out how they have
responded to the changes.
‘We’ve seen quite a marked trend
towards people ordering things in ones
and twos,’ says Julian Bowen, md of the
eponymous importer and wholesaler.
‘There has also been a tendency, certainly
in the past three months for people to
concentrate on cheaper products. That is
quite marked.
‘For example we’re selling 3,000 pine
spindle beds a month. Times are hard so
they’ve gone back to the good old
faithfuls. If you want volume in this
market at the moment you have to be
going back to price. To that end we are
doing promotional offers every month.
‘We’ve always been prepared to take a
£5 mirror to Thurso and we’ve always
done it. People come to us because they
know we will do that. We are the biggest
supplier of furniture to the Shetland Isles,
Orkney and the Hebrides, for example.
People know we are reliable. For
example, we keep spares on products
going back 10 years, it’s another part of
the service.
‘We try to keep about eight weeks
stock, and you have to bear in mind that
all that furniture is paid for. We have
moved to a situation where every
container we are shipping from the Far
East is being inspected as it is loaded,
which is where I want to be. Going
forward we know there are factories
where we won’t need so many
inspections as the relationship develops.’

Kettle Containers’ Hampshire collection

Bowen says he has no financial
interests in any of the factories. ‘I
wouldn’t be able to control it from here
and I can’t be in two places at once.’
Traditionally regarded for the supply of
containers to large retailers, Kettle
Containers’ recent move to a 31,500sqft
facility in Corby, Northamptonshire with
more than 20,000sqft of warehousing
has allowed it to expand its wholesale
service.
Retailers can now access each item in
the range via two different wholesale
delivery methods to ensure consumer
orders can be met within 72 hours.
Adopting the same mixed item
approach as with its containers, Kettle
will supply any quantity of items from
15 ranges, via pallets or van-loads.
Providing minimum order values are met,

retailers can select what they require.
‘Whether choosing traditional,
contemporary or painted furniture,
retailers can now plug into the flexibility
of our wholesale service and keep stock
levels tightly controlled. This will come as
good news for those retailers who have
been keeping an eye on our expanding
product range but have not had the
capacity to benefit from our container
supply,’ says Simon Ainge, Kettle
Containers general manager.
‘Our furniture has built a reputation for
possessing all the hallmarks of quality,
such as dovetail drawers, solid timber
and hand-finishing, but we have
maintained a name for value. We retain
this reputation on all fronts with our
wholesale service and it is set to become
a major part of our repertoire.’

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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BESP-

FURNITURE

ak

Buying beautifully hand crafted oak furniture has never been easier.
Here at Besp-Oak furniture we offer the largest collection of oak furniture in the UK and
now merely a stones throw away from our centrally located showrooms in Coventry is our
new spacious 55,000sqft Cash & Carry Warehouse.
Why not visit our 13,000sqft showrooms browse our collections and choose from over 500
exquisite pieces, then simply collect from the warehouse which holds over £3m of stock.
Our furniture is ready for you to take away at unbeatable prices today; we can guarantee
you will not be disappointed.
We offer outstanding value 40ft & 20ft containers at delivered prices guaranteed until
next year and at least 25 containers are available for instant three day delivery.
Besp-Oak Furniture can not be beaten on quality, availability, or price.

Introducing Our New Contemporary Matisse Range
Handcrafted from Solid Oak with aluminum feet & handles.
Items available in Bedroom, Dining & Occasional.
Wardrobe 2 Piece
W1100 x D600 x H2000mm

£385.00

Cornice Top Rack 2 Glass Doors 2
Shelf & 2 Door 4 Drawer Cornice
Dresser Base

4 Drawer Computer Desk
with Shelf

W1850 x D450 x H1100mm

W1250 x D700 x H800mm

£554

£229.00

Corner TV Unit with Shelf
W1200 x D550 x H690mm

£158.00

2 Door 2 Drawer
Cornice Base

1 Drawer 1 Shelf Bedside Table

W1100 x D450 x H900mm

W620 x D450 x H590mm

£183.00

£79.00

Call our sales team and book an appointment to view our new showroom:
Contact our sales team on: 02476 632148
Email us at: sales@directforless.co.uk
Visit our website: www.directforless.com
Visit our showroom: Ringway House, Hill St, Coventry CV1 4AN
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55,000 SQ FT OAK CASH & CARRY
WAREHOUSE NOW OPEN
The UK's Most
Comprehensive
Collection of
Oak Furniture
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DFL has showrooms with warehousing nearby

DIRECT FOR LESS ‘We aim to be a one-stop oak shop’
After a career in the army that included
periods in the Far East, Steve Mosley,
Direct For Less md started a retail
business that sourced products from the
region.
He started off importing mainly from
China but also Indonesia, Malaysia and
Vietnam and selling direct to consumers
from a van, before developing into a
bricks and mortar retailer.
In 2006 he decided to concentrate on
importing containers of oak furniture
from Vietnam – a decision that is helping
Mosley fulfil his ambition of becoming
the UK’s largest supplier of oak furniture.
‘About two years ago we started
concentrating on importing containers
of solid oak furniture from factories in
Vietnam. It was hugely successful very
quickly and we soon realised we needed
to provide a wholesale solution along
with the containers,’ he says.
Last year DFL did just that. ‘The
container business is still growing and so
the new wholesale operation is to help
service our customers in between their
container deliveries while also targeting
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a new market of customers who can not
take containers,’ explains Mosley.
In June the company opened
13,000sqft of showrooms over five floors
at its central Coventry premises. And its
warehousing has been substantially
increased with the acquisition of a
50,000sqft warehouse close to the
showroom that can hold £2m of stock.
This allows retailers to easily see and
collect the products.
At any one time DFL has £3m worth
of products in stock or on the water, ‘as
well as holding the largest UK wholesale
stock,’ he says.
‘While other suppliers are increasing
their prices, not only are we
guaranteeing our current prices until
2009 but we are also offering discounts
on our prices, for both container and
wholesale ordering.’
With its production centred on
Vietnam, DFL has invested in four
production facilities, in which it is a
partner in two and exclusive customers
in the others. It has quality control
managers at each facility.

In response to the demand for faster
delivery, DFL has reduced lead times by
two weeks to 10 weeks (from payment
of deposit to delivery to customers’
warehouse) thanks to ‘continual
investment and improvements. And of
course for immediate deliveries we
always have around 50 containers on
the water or in the docks for quick
delivery.’
Wholesale customers can collect from
its premises or have products delivered
within the week. Container deliveries are
three days.
DFL introduces at least three
collections a year and has recently
expanded its offer to include solid oak
kitchens and bathrooms.
‘This is a very highly perceived value
business and we have turned it into
affordable quality for everyone,’ says
Mosley. ‘
‘Our ambition is to be the biggest
and the best supplier of oak furniture in
the UK. We aim to continue as we are
and be a one-stop oak shop for
everyone’s needs.’
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Faro Dining
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EARTH IMPORTS
‘We aim to be the indispensable wholesaler’
Gordon McAteer, Earth Imports director
realised some months ago that some of
its customers were moving away from
container purchasing and switching
exclusively to its 72-hour delivery service.
This made him wonder if there was a
wider market for this level of service, so
he looked at margins, transportation
costs, and the implications of sending out
larger loads regularly. He found the
company could reduce margins and offer
a 10% discount on larger orders.
McAteer says turnover is already
double what it was last year, with
Flexiload’s iconic Milano range remaining
the bestseller.
‘We are expecting things to really kick
on once the new ranges come into play.
In addition to the Oakland and Cathedral
ranges which were launched at The
Manchester Furniture Show, all the Flexi7
products will shortly be available through
Earth Imports,’ he says.
‘The new ranges have really helped.

Chelsea, which is well established in the
marketplace has really taken off for us
and we offer a greater range of pieces
than other wholesalers, keener prices and
a 72-hour delivery service. So it was no
surprise at the show to see customers
walking back on to the stand with
orders, despite seeing the same furniture
on four other stands.’
The Oakland range has a country oak
style, a skirted plinth and a choice of an
antique finish metal or turned solid oak
handles. Despite the market conditions,
he says sales have been good.
‘The range is well made and fantastic
value, the 1.8m table, for instance, is a
steal at £121, under the bulk ordering
service.’
He reckons the elegant Cathedral range
will be a huge seller and is quite different
from other ranges carried. It has shaker
feet and a gently arched bottom rail,
complementing the curves of the
brushed metal handle and deep moulded

top. ‘I’m really looking forward to seeing
it on shopfloors to see how the public
take to it. The Oakland’s unassuming
simplicity almost guarantees it will sell,
whereas the Cathedral’s style could really
see it take off.’
And McAteer’s plans for the future?
‘We are currently designing a rustic oak
bedroom range, which we will be hoping
to launch in January at Interiors
Birmingham. We are looking to bring in a
new Fair Trade range from Segusino
using reclaimed pine and South American
hardwoods. We have just launched two
new fully upholstered bi-cast leather and
ash chairs.
‘We aim to be the indispensable
wholesaler, offering more than 20 solid
timber furniture ranges, from stock for
delivery in 72 hours across the UK,
including all Flexiload and Segusino
ranges. We have no minimum delivery, a
bulk order service and offer direct home
delivery,’ says McAteer.

Cathedral bedroom range
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Evesham dining range

FLEXILOAD
‘We offer more
than our
competitors…
We work harder
at the source’
Lyon sideboard

Flexiload is having a busy year. ‘While
the market could not be called
“buoyant”, we have increased sales
during 2008,’ says Simon Bonham,
Flexiload md.
‘Sales are up 12% on last year, and
while that is not the kind of growth we
are used to, it’s still very healthy
considering the state of the market.’
According to Bonham the reason for
the growth is simple. ‘We offer more than
our competitors, so every time an
importer fails or has a fire, we take up
some of the slack.
‘We work harder at the source, for
instance we have our own sourcing
company in Asia and an in-house training
programme for quality controllers and

technicians based at all our main
suppliers. As a result, we sell products
that our stockists know will be of a
quality their customers desire.’
Bonham says that many of its
customers are prospering.
‘They all have one thing in common,
they hold stock for immediate delivery.
Quick delivery is what the consumer
wants.’
Flexiload’s policy of holding stock in
China for a mixed product container
delivery within 35 days is more relevant
than it has ever been, he says.
‘With our new Flexi 7 brand, we can
now deliver 20ft containers in seven days
from our bonded warehouse.
‘By taking advantage of Asian prices,

retailers can increase their margins. By
mixing any of our six popular ranges on
their container from £3,750 delivered –
with a full money back guarantee – even
the smallest of retailers can join in on our
success.’
Bonham reckons that there are still
many opportunities, even in the current
market.
‘For instance, we have just purchased
15,000sqft of prime warehousing with its
own secure yard originally built for a blue
chip company.
‘We were able buy at a good price.
It’s a stone’s throw from junction 1
of the M6. Now distribution warehousing
does not come any more central than
that.’
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The Portland Collection

No Minimum Order • 7 - 28 Days Delivery
Order Your New 2008 Catalogue Now!

• Solid Antique Pine
• Fully Framed
Chests

• Fielded Panel Door
• Self Closing Fully
Adjustable Hinges

A Complete 1st Display ONLY £503
3 DRW BEDSIDE • 5 DRW BEDSIDE • DOUBLE ROBE
4+2 DRW CHEST • 4+7 CHEST • TRIPLE ROBE
DOUBLE ROBE WITH 2 DRWS • DRESSING TABLE
STOOL • MIRROR • BLANKET BOX

Durham Road Trading Estate • Birtley • County Durham • DH3 2BG
T: 0191 492 3855 • F: 0191 492 1344
E: sales@intfurniture.co.uk • www.intfurniture.co.uk

A U S T I N
SCULPTURE • DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES • GARDEN • CANDLES • LAMPS

Sculpture – that looks great anywhere
Sarrington House, Suite 4, 39 High Street, Corby, Northamptonshire NN17 1UU
Tel: 01536 260100 Fax: 01536 260102 www.austin-allaboutyourhome.com
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NATIONAL FLOOR SHOW
HAPPY HARROGATE
Expectations of poor footfall proved unfounded
as serious retailers found plenty to interest them

Five minutes before the doors opened at
the National Floor Show (2-4 September),
exhibitors would have been forgiven for
fearing the worst. However, any
trepidation was soon dispelled as order
books started coming out.
While footfall was almost certainly
down on 2007 (the figures are being
audited), the retailers who stayed away
from Harrogate would probably have
gone to look rather than commit to buy.
This left exhibitors free to deal with the
retailers they really wanted to talk to,
especially on the first two days.
So what did the absentees miss? The
big trend was the re-emergence of
colour. Most stands had something bright
and cheerful to lift the sea of beiges and
creams. This is not to say companies had
thrown reason out of the window, and
abandoned their bestselling shades.
Colours played a small part among the
usual tones, say four out of 18, and were
designed to attract the shopper’s eye.
Kingsmead was a typical example. Its
main launch, the 80/20 twist Vitronic
Traditions had a strong colour palette.
Martin West, general manager, says he
‘expects the colour pendulum to swing,
but how far?’ It also introduced a seven
to 15 year guarantee, depending on
weight, for its Triple Twist Berber.
Brockway firmly joined the colour party
with Vogue, comprising four colour
palettes each with a carpet with tonal
stripes in varying widths along with plain
carpet to pick out colours in the home.
Developed with Joanna Ramsden,
Wools of New Zealand forecaster, the
plains are in 4m and 5m widths and the
stripes in 4m and a 26in runner. ‘Colour
palettes have been tried in the US but the
UK is still hooked on neutrals,’ she says.
Alternative Flooring combined colour
with stripes with its Rock ‘n’ Roll
collection of three bold designs: Wild
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Panaget’s Salvigo

Asiatic’s PC49 Kaleidoscope Garden

Gaskell’s Rustica in mint
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Alternative Flooring’s Rock ‘n’ Roll

Axminster’s Simply Natural

Kingsmead’s Bubbly Bucks Fizz

Cormar’s Primo Tweed
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Thing in greens and damson, Roxanne in
bold reds and golds and the monotone
Back in Black. It had three more muted
designs of greys and golds, smokey blue
and naturals and greens with dove grey.
Victoria Carpets’ looped City Living,
originally for the contract market, comes
in 12 colourways from wheat to charcoal
via olive green, in a 4m width. The tufted
Kelso also had a dozen shades, while the
Regal Twist offered four more.
Lime, shocking pink, blue, chocolate,
plum and amber coloured Kersaint
Cobb’s Designer Sisal Collection. Also
available are combined colourways with
black, grey and white woven into
‘humbug’ stripes, while a brown warp is
mixed with an accent colour weft in lime,
russet, plum, blue, amber and white.
Colour was also central to its Morocco
runners, El Jadida can be plum, lime or
blue while Agadir has shades of lime,
brown, natural and cream.
Cormar launched the Heavenly
polyester bedroom carpet offering pastels
and beige, to retail at £15per sqm. Primo
was revamped to create Primo Plus, with
nine new shades, including green, purple
and blue, and increased pile weight and
height. Primo Tweeds is a flecked natural
range in a dozen colours.
Georgian added Hathaway Berbers to
the collection while Shaw introduced the
textured Denver and Colorado, both
available in 12 colours.
Clarendon offered eight shades with
the 100% wool berber Sky while Crofter
has three designs and six colours.
Edel Telenzo added 14 shades, mainly
in earthy tones, for the updated Brisbane
twist with the 30oz Brisbane Extra and
40oz Deluxe. Rembrandt is a textured
loop carpet, with seven new colourways.
Condor’s San Antonio Saxony included
red and other dark shades in its palette
while its Sacramento and Rumba had
more muted tones.
Bajong returned to woven designs
with patterned Villandry and Avingnon
and flecked Cascassonne and Marguerite.
Ulster Carpets’ Country House
collection is a woven axminster with
three designs: Beaumont, Melrose and
Kazan, while Ferndale featured retro
patterns and coordinating plains.
Abingdon re-engineered ranges to hit
price points. Destiny is a budget twist,
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Georgian added to its berbers

Ulster’s Country House runner
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Victoria Carpets’ City Living

BMK’s Sorrento

Mohawk’s French Check

Kersaint Cobb’s El Jadida runner

Pergo’s Sense
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Stainfree Sovereign has a felt back, and
Excellence is a 50oz textured Saxony. It
also added four laminate designs for the
independent market.
Lano enhanced its Ultimo range with
bolder colours and a POS stand while its
Pure Indulgence axminster collection
includes stripes, fauna patterns, checks
and black and white designs. Wooltouch
is a 100% wool design in 11 colours.
Axminster Carpets’ Simply Natural
Stripe contrasts pinstripes with a natural
backdrop in six colourways.
Associated Weavers’s Stainaway Royale
has a two-tone look in 14 shades,
including eggshell, while Place Garden is
an 80/20 twist with a printed pattern.
Visible saw marks were a feature of
Panaget’s Salvagio parquet, which took
two years to develop.
Balterio doubled the colours in its
Traditional Sapphire and Magnitude
ranges to eight with four oak shades in
each, along with two POS units.
Lamington Cedar and Ghost Wood are
two of six new designs for Karndean’s
Van Gogh.
Beacons added 250 Energy to its
Acoustalay laminate and wood underlay,
claiming it halves the number of heating
cycles of ribbon or surface electrical
underfloor heating compared with the
previous 250 product. To cut installation
times for wood or engineered floors is
250 Adhesive+ that combines its selfadhesive cross-linked foam underlay with
an integral overlapping vapour barrier.
Prado showed off a rug collection in
bright pink, lime, pale blue and green,
plus metallics along with herringbone
and viscose designs.
Asiatic Carpets’ Matrix hand-tufted
wool collection has more than 50 designs
while Ports of Call by Jeff Banks saw
bright and bold additions. Fashion
colours were added to Sparkle, Glamour
and Whisper, while launches in polyester
included the multi-textured Dumroo,
Metallica and Maya showing designs
with texture. Asiatic also launched its
Textured Rug Collection brochure
featuring more than 100 new ranges,
designs or colours.
Stroolmount introduced Hide Aid
furniture sliders to protect carpet, vinyl
and hard flooring when moving furniture,
for use by delivery teams and retail.
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Mr Tompkinson added to its berbers

Mohawk’s Karastan
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Beacon’s 250m Energy

Brockway’s Vogue
Lano’s Ultimo POS stand

Karndean’s Van Gogh in Smoked Oak

Manx’s Heather twist
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IMM COLOGNE
With IMM Cologne and the more than
150 top-class shows by international
designers and manufacturers who are
participating in the Passagen
programme, the municipal area of
Cologne will be turned into a veritable
who’s who of the design scene.
What makes IMM Cologne so
different from the other major furniture
shows?

celebrates itself. In Cologne, people
get together to do business – as
demonstrated by the 107,000 visitors
from 130 countries. But it isn’t only
quantity that counts: the IMM Cologne
sets itself apart thanks to the high
quality of its visitors as well. More than
70% of those who attend the event are
directly involved in their company’s
decision-making process.

An international offering

Innovations and trends

The unique variety in the breadth and
depth of its offering is not only the
hallmark of IMM Cologne, it is one of
the standards we judge our quality by,
and we believe is unparalleled
anywhere else in the world. IMM
Cologne shows what is probably the
biggest range of upholstery anywhere.
Under the IMM smart label, the event
is also the most global international
meeting point for cash and carry and
flatpack furniture, attracting exhibitors
from more than 20 countries. In total,
about 1,200 exhibitors from more than
50 countries present their innovations
in Cologne.
IMM Cologne also showcases the
most comprehensive selection of
European furniture. Italy is the biggest
European contributor, followed by
Denmark, Switzerland, the
Netherlands, France, Belgium and
Austria. Participants from outside
Europe include Turkey, the USA, China
(including Hong Kong), Japan, Brazil,
Morocco and Thailand. Quality is also
the keyword for several new exhibitors:
Swiss company Team by Wellis, for
instance, or the now by Hülsta brand.

With IMM Cologne, the cathedral city
is also the forum where the global
furniture industry presents its new
products and ideas for the coming
season. Green design, durability,
reliability and quality are the keywords
that epitomise the innovations at the
next IMM Cologne.
In addition, IMM Cologne has a
hugely important function as a place
for dynamic trend developments. It is a
focal point for creative forces and
innovative endeavours, a place where
standards are set and a multitude of
impulses triggered. For the fifth year in
succession, IMM Cologne’s Trend
Book shows which developments in
interior design will determine the
coming season. The publication
presents a vivid, practice-orientated

Business
In Cologne, the industry encounters
both German and international dealers
who, in contrast to comparable events,
are extremely interested in completing
concrete order transactions. At other
fairs, the sector gets together and
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and lavishly illustrated summary of the
interior trends identified by the
Trendboard. An international panel, the
Trendboard, is responsible for
producing the Trend Book. This year’s
line-up included Stephen Burks, Eero
Koivisto, Marcus Fairs, Arik Lévy and
Giulio Ridolfo. Besides reading about
the results in our Trend Book, you can
see them for yourself at Informed by
Cologne located on the show’s central
boulevard.
Apart from these core aspects of
internationality, business, innovations
and trends, what else sets the event
apart?
The first thing that springs to mind is
definitely design. It is a leitmotif that
runs through every single segment,
expressed in its most perfect form in
IMM Pure platform. It is here that we
present an impressive ideas show of
top class international design in
concentrated form, featuring such
prominent, highly emotional brands as
Cassina, Minotti, COR, Interlübke,
Ligne Roset and Walter Knoll. On
48,000sqm of jury-curated space,
around 200 exhibitors will present a
unique body of work representing the
most important interior design trends
from across the world.
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www.imm-cologne.com

The international furnishing show
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As a business event, turnover generator and source of creative ideas imm cologne provides
the ideal way for launching the year 2009 for the world’s furniture industry.
It’s where you will experience the exciting world of furnishings and an endless variety of
international design trends. At Cologne you will able to make those key contacts for
successful business and enjoy a unique experience.
You can find all the latest information at www.imm-cologne.com
Register on-line and buy your tickets today ! You’ll save both time and money

Koelnmesse Ltd.
4th Floor, 205/207 City Road, London EC1V 1JN
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100% DESIGN
TRIPLE DELIGHT
Furniture, flooring and lighting vied for
prominence at the UK’s design event

Forbo’s Touch

Junckers’ Soul+ in Spicy pepper

London’s Earl’s Court and Milan’s Rho
exhibition grounds both have curved
roofs, but there is little to connect them
otherwise – except for 100% Design, the
UK’s innovation showground.
Celebrating design and commerciality,
the recent London show offered a
plethora of interiors products, from
upholstery to rugs, wooden floors to
bathrooms and homewares to carpets.
Most of the products offered flooring,
furniture and lighting buyers a multitude
of contemporary designs to consider.

Flooring
Junckers previewed Rich wood flooring,
promising ‘all the colours of the
rainbow’. The finish allows the grain to
be seen but is opaque enough to form a
uniform colour. Each floor is individually
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made, with six week delivery. Soul+
offers a wide range of colours also
available as oils and lacquers to treat
untreated or existing floors.
After seeing its navy beaten by Britain
in 1801, Denmark ordered large-scale
planting of oak trees to provide timber to
rebuild the navy’s vessels. These trees are
now being used by Dinesen for its oak
floors, in planks up to 5m long and 30cm
wide.
Velieris uses a blend of Australian and
Peruvian alpaca fleece for its broadloom
carpet collection, available in five styles
and six colours from white to charcoal.
Schotten & Hansen showed off its Soho
wood flooring.
Forbo launched Touch, describing it as
‘the next generation of linoleum’,
combining linoleum and cork. It is

Velieris’ broadloom carpet

available in two styles: Duet and Solo.
Depending on the direction the floor is
looked at, Duet has a matt and gloss
surface in 12 colours. Solo has six earthy
colours with a matt surface.

Furniture
Matthew Hilton’s Fracture was one of
four launches, along with the Tapas and
Manta dining chairs and Hepburn sofa.
Displaying Hilton’s characteristic style and
understated elegance, Fracture is formed
of three tables used individually or
together.
Deesawat was among several firms
targeting the outdoor market, with a
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Hitchmylius’ 55
Kwon Jaemin’s Table-Pot

Matthew Hilton’s Fracture

Megaron’s X chaise longue

wide range of products, including the
Stick Up designed by Zero First.
Hitchmylius’ 55 takes a simple outline to
create a flexible upholstery range.
Designed by architectural practice Mueller
Kneer, it includes seating units with or
without arms, pouffe and mini side-table.
Megaron built on its reputation for
using steel with a collection by Defne Koz
including chairs, tables, armchairs,
ottomans, benches and chaise longues
that can be used inside and outside.
A lamp table is a table that you put a
lamp on. Not for Korean designer Kwon
Jaemin, who combined both elements
with Table-Pot.

Deesawat’s Stick Up

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Modiss’ Clasica

Lighting
Among Innermost’s launches was
Flick, which diffuses light and is
available in finishes from dark
mirror to champagne aluminium.
Anglepoise has taken either six
or 12 of its 50 Lamps and
transformed them into the Fifty
Chandelier, available in red, orange
or frosted finishes.
Modiss introduced several
models including the transitional

Clasica collection of two hanging,
two table and two floor lamps. It
produces a uniform light thanks to
its double lampshade.
Laser-cut birch plywood is used
for 4d Designs’ Koivu outdoor
lighting designed to look like trees.
Mathmos’ Babushka is the
lighting version of Russian dolls,
with the ‘dolls’ revealed in a
sequence of different light colours
and effects.

Anglepoise’s Fifty chandelier
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4d Designs’ Koivu

Mathmos’ Babushka

Innermost’s Flick
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FURNITURE CHINA
GLOBAL FOCUS
Despite challenging global markets, the event
attracted crowds of buyers to a vastly improved show

Asiades

Zense of Living

United Best Company’s Chelsea

Furniture China 2008 had the potential
to be a damp squib, considering the
current global market. But it defied this
with a bumper turnout of both Asian and
overseas visitors. Attendance was positive
and exhibitors pulled out all the stops to
attract attention in a difficult market.
The show (10-13 September) itself was
much easier to navigate than in the past
as each exhibition hall had a clear focus,
showcasing furniture for the office,
kitchen, upholstery, beds, furniture parts,
outdoor furniture and furniture
woodworking machinery. And as the
level of stands had improved, so the
overall feel of the show has progressed to
that of a truly international show.
An addition this year was the Expo
Store concept that showcased the major
Chinese retailers and distributors. The
organiser said it was addressing the
increased competition and sales
opportunities in the Chinese domestic
furniture market by targeting an
increasingly demanding consumer
environment.
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Haleywood

Unique Furniture

Known for its eclectic mix of styles,
Asiades has always been strong on its
range of chairs. And this show was no
exception. All upholstered in white
leather, the range covered looks from
comfy battered armchairs to
sophisticated button-back repro classics.
Launched at the show was its collection
of shiny stainless steel furniture and a
lighting range of decadent chandeliers
and lamps.
Already well established with the
independent retailers in the UK, Dovetail
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Asiades

Violino

Furniture’s previous successes place it
firmly in the transitional market with
clean-cut looks and attention to detail.
Monardo featured on the stand with a
combination of oak and maple woods,
while the new Dahlia range offered a
metal and oak combo, with an oval
table and leather upholstered chairs.
Known for its promotional upholstery
ranges, Lifestyle is trading up with its
Vivendo offering, progressing this
collection to the next price point.
Unique Furniture’s main markets are

the UK and Germany, offering
transitional looks of solid oak dining and
living room furniture to the middle to
upper price point. The Lucca dining
range emphasises the solidity of the
furniture with its block effect.
Chinese upholstery manufacturer and
retailer Kuka grows and grows. While its
Chinese retail business has increased to
600 stores, it is now also focusing on
increasing its European business with a
new management team in place to
ensure this happens smoothly.
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Dovetail

United Best Company

Violino’s new models all had a
distinctive look that focused on comfort.
The arms were well-padded and seats
deep and soft for lounging.
Although oak is still Haleywood’s
hottest look, it has developed a walnut
range. Also working with aluminium and
oak combinations, it used structured
detailing on the joints and legs, as well
as beaten tin to fill the wood knots.
Targeting the retail market for the first
time, United Best Company’s initial
range of leather and fabric upholstery

was launched at Shanghai. UBC is
known for its leather and fabric sourcing
for its own production and other
manufacturers, but now it has teamed
up with UK designers to produce
upholstery ranges for the retail market
that focus on quality and design.
Halo Asia’s very large stand outside
the actual exhibition hall attracted plenty
of attention, not least because it
appeared to be a giant trunk. While it
unveiled a number of ranges, the most
attention was drawn from a quirky

Kuka sofa

Kuka chair

velvet patchwork sofa, the distressed
Smashed Ali trunk collection, and new
shelving systems in the Salvage range.
Incanto and its sister brand Giovanni
Sforza, showed together at the show,
although each concept was clearly
aimed at different customers. While
Incanto concentrates on the middle
market, Giovanni Sforza offers a more
prestigious luxury product. However,
both brands offer a complete and
coordinated lifestyle concept package for
the retailer and consumer.
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VIVA LAS VEGAS!

Records were broken, premieres were
held and milestones were marked at
the Summer 2008 Las Vegas Market,
the first show to be held entirely on
World Market Center Las Vegas’ ultramodern 57acre campus since the
Market’s July 2005 launch.
World Market Center Las Vegas is
the world’s fastest-growing integrated
home and hospitality contract
furnishings showroom and trade
complex. The opening of the iconic
Building C – a 16-storey, 2.1millionsqft
structure – created the most efficient
Market to date, allowing
manufacturers, buyers and designers
from around the world to convene in a
single location. Las Vegas Market is
held twice a year - the next market is
from 9 – 13 February 2009. Look out
for dates of the second 2009 market
on the Las Vegas Market website
www.lasvegasmarket.com.
In addition, Las Vegas Design Centre
is open all year round with 70
showrooms providing an unique
resource for interior designers and
specifiers.
More than 1,500 exhibitors showed
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their newest products in July and total
attendance was up 7% with
registrations exceeding the historic
average of 50,000. The market featured

more than 200 international exhibitors
from 20 countries; further reinforcing
World Market Center’s standing as the
industry’s new global hub.
This included the fabulous Design
Italiano Exhibition, an exclusive
furniture and photography exhibit
developed in partnership with Fiera
Milano, and showcasing the best of
Italian furniture design from 1957-2007.
Las Vegas is an ever-changing city
that has seen unbelievable expansion
since it emerged from the desert 100
years ago. Some 37m visitors enjoy the
sights and sounds of Las Vegas every
year. They stay in some of the most
glamorous, unique hotels in the world.
They eat at five-star restaurants and
expansive buffets. They play at
casinos, pools, health spas and golf
courses. Sometimes (many times,
actually) they even marry each other.
What a great place for a furniture
market!
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MANCHESTER FURNITURE
SHOW: THE FRIENDLY
EXHIBITION
Manchester has played host to the
furniture trade for many years now but
regardless of the prevailing economic
trend, the venue and the city have
played an important part in rewarding
exhibitors and visitors with a great
opportunity to do business.
For four days in July you will find a
diverse mix of manufacturers and
agents displaying everything for the
home, from sofas to wardrobes, dining
tables to beds, plus an eclectic array of
decorative accessories that can draw
consumers into stores.
The Manchester Furniture Show is
renowned for being the friendliest
exhibition on the calendar, and its
architecturally iconic hall being located
in the heart of a much renovated city
centre. It’s surrounded by cafes, bars,
restaurants and shops which enables
buyers and suppliers to combine
business with pleasure while inside the
halls, the atmosphere is relaxed and
conducive to nurturing good business
relationships – a fact that visitors
frequently comment on.
Malcolm and Gill Davey, directors
of Giant Furniture Store, Newton
Abbot, Devon had this to say about
the 2008 show:
‘Anyone who has been to one of
those furniture shows in the past year
where if you take a look behind the
scenes, perhaps to go to the toilet or
just to be nosey, and you find acres and
acres of unused space where in
previous years busy exhibitors had
jostled for position it’s quite depressing.
But you know, Manchester just wasn’t
like that this year – every inch available
was taken up by exhibitors’ stands – in
the current economic downturn the
obvious vibrancy was very refreshing.
‘And the show is enjoyable –
Manchester Central is well signposted
and easy to find – even for those who
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have never been to the city before.
There is plenty of parking on site, the
people are welcoming and friendly and
being so centrally positioned there is
plenty to do in the evenings including
the widest choice of eating out from
fine dining to the famous “curry mile”.
‘For us, the real bonus is the fact that
so many chief executives and
principles seem to favour Manchester
which gives us the chance to speak to

the people that matter and do business
in pleasant surroundings. We look
forward to Manchester next year – and
expect to spend tens of thousands of
pounds, just as we did this year – and
best of all, we look forward to enjoying
ourselves!’
The 2009 Manchester Furniture Show
takes place from 19–22 July.
Contact 01923 670997 or visit
www.manchesterfurnitureshow.com.
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THE LONDON
FURNITURE SHOW

Insight Exhibitions’ new event, The
London Furniture Show makes its
debut next year from Tuesday 19 to
Thursday 21 May. A design-led event
with a difference, The London
Furniture Show will provide a unique
mix of medium, high end and luxury
furniture and furnishing accessories, all
under one roof.
The show will be held at Excel as it
is ideally sited on the outskirts of
London making access for visitors and
exhibitors alike simple and stress free.
It also offers all the amenities anyone
could wish for inside and out and is
only 20 minutes from the heart of
London.
The timing of the show has been
carefully considered, May being the
perfect time to ensure autumn delivery,
as has the cost to exhibitors,
straightforward terms and no hidden
extras. Insight Exhibitions understands
that any show is a big investment and
is therefore offering extremely
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competitive rates supported by a
commitment to provide second to
none customer service.
There are some nice additional
initiatives such as providing a luxurious
VIP lounge for exhibitors’ special
guests, as well as a chauffeur service
to and from London mainline stations
and London City Airport. The London
Furniture Show will also be
substantially supported and promoted
through advertising and PR.
Insight Exhibitions has invited a
steering committee of industry
notables whose input will ensure that
the show maintains its aspirational
direction. These include four key
furniture manufacturers, a senior buyer
from John Lewis and a renowned
interior designer.
David Wilkins, Insight Exhibitions
md says: ‘From its timing to its
location and its overall design-led
style, every aspect of the new The
London Furniture Show has been

carefully considered to ensure that the
needs and wants of visitors and
exhibitors alike will be more than met.
‘By talking to people in the industry,
listening and acting on what they say,
we believe we can provide an
exhibition that really delivers what
people want.’
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The London Furniture Show...
A unique new
buying opportunity!
The London Furniture Show is an
exciting and stylish London
showcase for the furniture industry.

ExCeL LONDON
TUESDAY 19 MAY 09
WEDNESDAY 20 MAY 09
THURSDAY 21 MAY 09

www.insightexhibitions.com

As the only buying event in the UK
to focus on medium to high-end and
luxury furniture and furnishing
accessories, the show is perfectly
timed to facilitate autumn delivery.

FIND OUT MORE...
T. +44 (0) 1707 663 000
www.londonfurnitureshow.com

THE LONDON
FURNITURE SHOW
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
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SHOW CALENDAR
PORTS OF CALL
With so many interiors exhibitions across
the globe, planning ahead is essential

January 2009
10-13 TCHFM The Canadian Home
Furnishing Market, Toronto, Canada
14-17 Heimtextil Home textiles,
Frankfurt, Germany
17-20 Domotex carpets and floor
coverings, Hannover, Germany
18-21 Interiors Birmingham
22-26 Meuble, Paris, France
22-29 New York Home Textiles Market
Week, High-end and cutting edge
designed home fashions, New York, US
23-27 Maison Objet, Paris, France

February
1-4 Intirio Home decoration and
household linen, Gent, Belgium
1-5 Spring Fair Outdoor living products,
home accessories, Birmingham, UK
3-5 Surfaces Floorcoverings show, Las
Vegas, US
4-6 AIFF Australian International
Furniture Fair, Sydney, Australia
4-8 Northern Light Fair, Stockholm,
Sweden
4-8 Stockholm Furniture Fair, Stockholm,
Sweden
8-11 Decoforce & Europacado, Brussels,
Belgium
9-13 Las Vegas Market, US
13-17 Ambiente Homewares, Frankfurt,
Germany
13-22 MUBA Wohnsinn Home Interiors
Fair, Basel, Switzerland

Domotex, January

March
3-5 FurniFab Furniture Fabrics Show,
Poznan, Poland
3-6 Lighting Fair, Tokyo
3-7 MIFF, Kuala Lumpur
9-12 IFFS/ASEAN, Singapore
9-13 Movelpar furniture, Arapongas,
Brazil
28-5 Apr Casa Furniture, interior
decoration and furnishings, Rome, Italy
29-1 Apr The Furniture and Home
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Las Vegas, February

Accessories Fair, Dublin, Ireland

April
21-24 Coverings Ceramic tile, natural
stone and flooring, Chicago, US
22-27 Salone Internazionale del

Mobile, Milan, Italy
22-27 Euroluce Lighting, Milan, Italy
24-28 Decorex, Cape Town, South Africa
29-10 May Foire de Paris Interior design,
Paris, France
30-3 May HIA, Sydney, Australia
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DOMOTEX HANNOVER
Domotex is not only the leading
international showcase for the flooring
sector – it is also the most important
indicator of trends and developments
worldwide. When it takes place again at
its traditional Hannover venue from 1720 January, it will once more provide
the entire industry with an
incomparable platform for business.
Organiser Deutsche Messe Hannover,
expects some 1,350 exhibitors on a net
display area of 92,500sqm, compared
with 1,336 exhibitors on 91,757sqm in
2007.
As Stephan Kühne, Deutsche Messe
board member says: ‘The number of
registered exhibitors is very

encouraging, despite the current
difficulties being experienced by the
flooring industry.
‘Particularly during periods of market
weakness and volatility, companies
need to seek new business leads,
follow new initiatives and improve their
image vis-à-vis the competition. There
is no better place to do this than at
Domotex. Anyone wanting to do
business, or find out about the latest
trends and designs, should head for
Hannover in January.’
Visitors will find an impressive
supporting programme. Designer Ulf
Moritz will again be offering installations
incorporating the carpet as an artwork,

the winners of the Carpet Design
Awards 2009 will be presented and
celebrities from the worlds of
architecture and the skilled crafts will
lecture on topical issues of relevance to
the world of flooring.
Trade show visitors will appreciate
the high quality and diversity of the
exhibits. The Domotex display
categories are as follows: carpets/rugs
(hand-made), woven carpets/area rugs
(machine-made), textile and resilient
floor coverings, fibres, yarns and
textiles, wood and parquet flooring,
laminated coverings, natural stone,
ceramic tiles and laying skills, cleaning
and application technologies.

Discover ﬂooring treasures
from all over the world

Brilliant business prospects.
• Discover an amazing spectrum of product
innovations.
• Gain an insight into the trends of the future and
learn today what will move the market tomorrow.
• Meet all your business contacts from industry,
trade, the skilled trades, architecture and design
at a single venue..

www.domotex.de

T h e Wo r l d o f F l o o r i n g

DOMOTEX asia / CHINAFLOOR in Shanghai, 24 – 26 March 2009
DOMOTEX Middle East in Dubai, 12 – 14 May 2009
Sector Marketing • + 44 (0) 1275 335911
info@hf-greatbritain.com • www.sectormarketing.co.uk

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Tendence, July

May

July

5-7 LFI Lightfair, Las Vegas, US
6-9 Proposte Fabrics, Cernobbio, Italy
12-15 Movexpo Furniture, Olinda,
Brazil
13-16 Interzum materials and supplier
parts for the production of cupboards,
kitchen and upholstered furniture,
mattresses, parquet, laminate, Cologne,
Germany
16-19 ICFF International Contemporary
Furniture Fair, New York, US
17-19 KBB kitchen and bathroom
furniture, London, UK
19-21 The London Furniture Show, UK
21-23 SIDIM Montreal International
Interior Design Show, Montreal,
Canada

4-8 Tendence Lifestyle, Frankfurt,
Germany
16-19 Furnitex Melbourne, Australia
19-22 The Manchester Furniture Show,
UK

August
27-30 CODE International Furniture Fair,
Copenhagen, Denmark

IMM Cologne, January

Birmingham, UK
8-10 National Floor Show, Harrogate, UK
8-11 Decosit, Brussels, Belgium
9-13 Habitare Furniture and Interior
Decoration Fair, Helsinki, Finland
16-19 Macef Autumn household and gift
items, Milan, Italy
24-27 100% Design London, UK
27-30 Decorex, London, UK

October
September
5-9 The Autumn Furniture Fair.

14-17 Interiors and Lighting Indonesia,
Jakarta

June
2-5 ZOW Madrid exhibition of
components, semi-finished products and
accessories for the furniture industry,
Madrid, Spain
3-5 Interior Lifestyle Tokyo Ambiente,
Heimtextile, HomeDesign, Tokyo, Japan
3-6 Kuchnia Kitchen Furniture and
Furnishing, Poznan, Poland
3-6 Domexpo Textiles, table and kitchen
and interior design, Poznan, Poland
3-6 Meble Furniture, Poznan, Poland
3-6 Luminexpo Lighting, Poznan, Poland
3-6 Home Décor, Poznan, Poland
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Suduko

Crossword

Easy

Medium

Difficult

For answers turn to page 94

Across

Down

1 Matures
5 Rhythmic swing
9 Strong Australian horse
14 Cab
15 General Bradley
16 Similar
17 Designer Cassini
18 Capital city of Western Samoa
19 Bed down
20 Insensitive
23 Nailed obliquely
24 After taxes
25 Touch lightly
28 Clad
31 ‘___ and hers’
34 Get the lead out?
36 Large cask
37 Dynamic beginning
38 Adding vitamins, say
42 Comply
43 Fish eggs
44 Hindu social class
45 KLM rival
46 Go back over
49 Georgia, once: Abbr
50 Brief instant
51 Low quality diamond
53 Star groups
60 Trio
61 Fluff egg whites
62 Shucks!
63 Shrivel
64 Soak leather in base solution
65 Relaxation
66 To the left, at sea
67 Raced
68 Strip of wood

1 On
2 Festive occasion
3 Corp VIP, briefly
4 Vision
5 Stevedore
6 Retard in movement
7 Den of wild animals and dragons
8 Streetcar
9 Useless
10 Dole out
11 Stead
12 Supplements, with ‘out’
13 Agent, briefly
21 Warble
22 Concerning
25 Mexican money
26 Island off Venezuela
27 Ribbons
29 Guide
30 Sky light
31 They’ve got something coming
32 Golf clubs
33 Echolocation
35 Engage in espionage
37 One time link
39 Upright
40 Witty remark
41 Turn away
46 Take as an affront
47 Remove by melting
48 Painted
50 Villain’s look
52 They get high twice a day
53 Small piece of wood
54 Rice-like grains of pasta
55 Recedes
56 Jump
57 Word that can precede hygiene,
tradition and agreement
58 Mission control gp
59 Let it stand
60 Defunct airline
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TALK UP YOUR BUSINESS
WITHOUT BLOWING THE BUDGET
When shoppers think about reducing spending it is the
time to make them aware of what you are offering

‘It is far better
to switch
marketing tools
than to switch
marketing off’

Kate Hardcastle is a multi-award winning
marketer and consultant of Passion
Marketing, www.passionmarketing.co.uk
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Just when it feels like we need to press
the panic button – and cuts need to be
made – many businesses take the drastic
action of trimming the marketing and
advertising spend first.
Though many people see this as an
understandable from an overheads
perspective, it is usually the wrong
choice.
Marketing is the ‘thought process’ to
create the desire, to understand the
marketplace and communicate the offer
to the consumer. Identify new
marketplaces and explore brand
extension opportunities.
The discipline thrives in understanding
the consumer of the product – what
makes them tick and what would
make them sign up to the purchase or
service.
Without marketing on your side, it
seems that there is a possibility of
shutting yourself off to the most vital
information you need to win the war.
It is the responsibility of the marketers
to rise to the challenge and provide
strategies that can demonstrate results.
Marketing can be achieved without
blowing the budget. A person with the
right knowledge and experience can
steer your marketing campaign into one
that costs little and delivers.
Using techniques that date back
hundreds of years, marketing plans can
be switched to more cash-efficient tools
to ride out a difficult period. It is far
better to switch marketing tools than to
switch marketing off.
Word of mouth marketing is the hot
new topic for debate in marketing
circles, yet you and I know that this has
been happening for many, many years.
But what should you be doing?
G Challenge your team. What can you
do to get your business talked about in

the right way and in the right places. It is
one of the most effective techniques.
G Technology has a place in this arena
also. Are you sure you are not already
being discussed in a chat room
somewhere? And is it all positive?
You don’t have to be an IT guru to log
on to the right chat sites and find out –
you can certainly have anything
unfriendly or untrue removed.
G If you have a friendly customer, why
not ask them to make it known? Ask
them to write a recommendation for
your business. This could be used online,
and in-store.
Coast fashion stores ask every
customer to write something in a
comments book in every store (even in
franchises) – and I regularly see new
customers flicking through them.
G Make a fuss. It’s hard enough to get
the customer across the threshold of the
store – so embrace the opportunity
when they are in there. Simple
questionnaires and surveys demonstrate
a willingness to improve as well as
providing vital customer data.
G An enjoyable store experience is one
you will talk about for days and weeks. I
really believe this is where many areas of
the US have it sewn up – I’ve found
customer engagement is key to in store
strategies.
G Brand partnerships with local
businesses, home grown PR and events
are all marketing tools that you can also
use at a low cost and high benefit.
The main commitment will be time –
and while the stores are quieter – maybe
this is something we can all spare. Make
it work for you.
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GREEN IS THE NEW
BLACK
Frances Stevens, marketing campaign manager, and Carole Williams, marketing database manager

One of the UK’s best-known financial
names has sparked a green revolution –
exploring every avenue to reduce the
impact its business has on the planet.
Black Horse Personal Finance is
leading the way with a wide-ranging
package of measures aimed at reducing
waste and acting environmentally
responsibly.
In the latest, and perhaps most novel
initiative, staff have been given shiny
black mugs to use when they go to
vending machines for a tea or coffee,
reducing the usage of plastic cups at its
offices across the UK by hundreds of
thousands every year.
Executives at Black Horse – part of
the Lloyds TSB Group – reckon that
each worker using the mug – with its
emblazoned slogan ‘I’m no mug, I’ve
gone green’ on the side – will save, on
average, 1,000 plastic vending machine
cups every year.
The new mugs, made from plastic offcuts, have proved popular among staff,
some of who use them at home as well
as in the office.
Paul Twiggs, head of marketing says:
‘We looked at just how many plastic
cups were being used in the building
and worked out that with an average of

four or five drinks a day, each member
of staff probably used about 1,000 over
the year. That is a huge amount with
around 1000 staff working here, plus
hundreds more in our finance centre
network.’
These, and other green initiatives,
were inspired by members of Black
Horse’s team at Cardiff who were
working through their final level
qualification from the Chartered Institute
of Marketing. They became acutely
aware of the growing global desire of
companies and consumers for greater
interest in the environment and the
impact on business on it.
Twiggs stresses: ‘It is not just about
economic profit but what impact does a
business have on the environment and
the people that work for it and the
community in which it serves.’
Black Horse’s initiative fits nicely with
a much wider effort to drive
sustainability and links in with Lloyds
TSB’s own pledge to reduce its carbon
footprint by 30 per cent by 2012. Black
Horse introduced a three-phase
environmental plan starting last year with
the aim of reducing its impact on the
environment.
This included insisting that all material

used to produce direct mail activity for
products and services – up to 20 million
packs every year – was totally
sustainable with no paper or card
coming from virgin sources. It insists that
any trees sourced for the manufacture of
paper are replaced by three new trees.
In total 427 tonnes of material through
sustainable sources is now used to
produce the direct mail activity and
Black Horse’s policy ensures they only
target customers if it is believed would
be appropriate for an offer, further
reducing waste.
Inks used on materials have to be
aqueous, made from environmentally
friendly vegetable oil, or recycled rather
than solvent based ink.
The second phase involved ensuring
the entire envelope manufacturing
process was environmentally friendly.
Black Horse has become the first
company in the UK to receive official
Royal Mail accreditation to use 100%
recyclable materials in its envelopes.
Even the window is now made from
wood, which looks and feels like plastic
but takes just 60 days to decompose.
The marketing team only work with
business suppliers who themselves have
green accreditation.
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Final polish
A million thanks
More than 160 people turned
out for the Carpet Foundation
Red Carpet Awards, including
the editors of Good
Housekeeping, Ideal Home,
House Beautiful, BBC Homes
& Antiques, Living Etc, 25
Beautiful Homes and Period
House. The awards recognise
the editorial coverage given to
carpet in the past year.
‘A turnout on this scale from
the media is unheard of both
in terms of numbers and
quality – such is the stature
and prestige of the awards,’
says Rupert Anton, Carpet
Foundation marketing
director.
‘I just wish we could bottle
the feeling and camaraderie in
the room and disseminate it
to our members because then
they would realise what
relationships we have with

the media and how the
media tide has turned firmly
back in our direction Last year
we were responsible for over
£1m worth of free publicity
for carpet.’
The winners were: Best
article/feature: BBC Good
Homes and Homes &
Gardens; Best national
coverage: Sunday Mirror; Best
Makeover: Your Home; Best
use of carpet in an interior/
decorating scheme: Country
Homes & Interiors; Best TV
Programme: 60 Minute
Makeover; Best online article:
idealhomemagazine.co.uk;
Best shopping item: 25
Beautiful Homes; Bissell
Cleaning & Maintenance
award: Your Home.

Get your tickets
Interiors Monthly has 10 pairs
of tickets to give away for The

Country Living Magazine
Christmas Fair at the Business
Design Centre in London from
12-16 November and the
SECC, Glasgow from 20-23
November. Whether you want
to visit the events yourself or
offer them to customers, the
choice is yours.
To get the tickets, worth
£15 each, simply fax 01732
352063 indicating which
show you want to go to and
how many tickets (maximum
of five pairs). The first faxes we
receive get the tickets.

No ban here
It appears that the smoking
ban has yet to reach Sir
Terence Conran’s office.
During a recent interview he
continued to puff away at a
cigar – a Hoyo de Monterrey
Epicure No 2, for those
interested.
If the cab of a tractor (even
if you are the only person in
it) and a fishing boat at sea
count as places of work, can
Sir Terence expect a visit from
the authorities?
Somehow we doubt it.

Parking spot

Brintons’ Carl Johnson with
Axminster Carpets’ Steve Upperton with

Sara Bird, Country Homes &

the 60 Minute Makeover team

Interiors deputy editor

Parked outside the National
Floor Show in the customer
parking spaces of Cartridge
World was a car bearing the
registration R1 FLR.
Was it a retailer who had

Entertainment answers

Easy

94

Medium
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given up on trying to find a
parking space in central
Harrogate, despite the risk of
a £60 clamping release fee?

Difficult

The good Doctors
Next time you place an order
with Ercol or pass its Princes
Risborough factory, remember
to give one’s forelock a tug.
Edward and Vicky Tadros
(pictured) received an
honorary doctorate from
Buckinghamshire New
University, along with Tom
Dean, former chief executive.
The firm has been working
with the university’s MA
Furniture and Technology and
BA Contemporary Furniture
Design students for three
years, while Dean has served
on the governing body.
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The
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W COSTT I.T.. solution
n iss here
Any size of store - 85 pence per day, per user*

Fully Integrated System

Included

Multi-Branch & Warehouse

Zero Setup costs

Financial Accounting

Free 30 Day Trial & Demo

Stock Control (Unit & Bulk)

Free Training & Tutorials

Price Tickets & Price Point

Free Data Transfer of Stock

Custom Management Reports

Free Customer Migration

Website Integration

Free Customised Printing

Postcode Lookup*

Free Order Tracking Website

Customer Service Suite

Free Tech Support for life

Online Customer Order Tracking
AIS Members Catalogue Upload
Sales & Purchase Orders
Barcoding & Container Orders
Text Alerts for Customers
Mail Merge with Targeting
Profit Margin Monitoring
De-Branding Module

For more information
call or email:

Delivery Scheduling

08712 20 64 64

* minimum 4 users. * Postcode lookup is an optional extra and incurs a charge

info@retailsystem.com

PR that’s a breath of fresh air

IT IS
S NOTT EXPEN$IVE
E ANYMORE

Finding trade
tough?
Create more sales
opportunities and
generate more interest
in your company today!
Call Jan Turner at AKA
PR now for a FREE
consultation to see how
we can help you.
AKA PR: The number one name
in furniture,
furnishings and flooring.
Call now on 01756 795374 or
email jan@akapr.co.uk

Double the value of your seasonal
greetings by combining your good wishes
with a little help for those in need from
the furnishing trades.
Donate the cost of your corporate
Christmas cards and we’ll include your
company name free of charge in
a special Interiors Monthly Christmas issue
advertisement, wishing all your
customers and staff a happy Christmas
and prosperous New Year.
For further details, contact the
FTBA immediately on
Tel: 020 7256 5954
Fax: 020 7256 6035
Email: info@ftba.co.uk
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Remember me?

monthly
first for flooring and furniture

Bensons Beds
Brand values

National Floor Show
Full review

I’m Coolmax.
Well established now, in the familiar blue
and in a brand new ice-cool white for 2008.

Celebrating
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Which shade of Cool are you?
Our new improved Coolmax collection is now live on www.relaxsan.com and attracting
lots of consumer enquiries. Featured alongside our
forward-looking ‘Green’ collections it
answers a specific consumer demand.
It’s what people want. Make sure you
stock these excellent mattresses so you
can maximise your sales opportunities.

Primo Plus
Primo Tweeds
Primo Saxony

www.relaxsan.com

Relaxsan - Thinking of the future, and doing something about it

The Easy Clean Collection
From Cormar Carpets
Distributed exclusively in the United Kingdom by
General Traders Ltd, 69 Woodstock Road, London NW11 8QH

Made in Italy

1998 - 2008

Tel +44 (0) 208 209 0108 • Fax +44 (0) 208 209 0100 • Email sales@relaxsan.com
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Best Mattresses, Best Brands

Made in Great Britain

C ARPETS

FURNITURE

RUGS

BEDS

L AMINATE

UPHOLSTER Y

VINYL
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